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ABSTRACT 
 
Decomposition agent, Requate®, formulated by the Chinese company Chendu 
Hecheng Biological Technology CO., LTD, was examined for efficacy in agricultural 
plant-residue decomposition. We measured carbon dioxide (CO2) evolution over 21 days 
to determine the plant-residue decomposition rate. A Clarion soil (Typic Hapludoll) and 
Zea mays L. (corn) residue were characterized for several traits, including total C, total N, 
and C:N ratio. Our experiment included six treatments: no soil, no residue, no product 
(b); soil, no residue, no product (soil); soil, residue, no product (soilr); soil, no residue, 
product (soilp); soil, residue, product (soilrp); soil, residue, sterilized product (soilrsp). 
Our mesocosms simulated no-tillage with and without corn residue addition. Requate® 
product was applied to our treatments at the recommended rate of 86.6 g/2,221 L per 
hectare. Our sterile Requate® factor served to identify whether the product had a carrier 
that facilitated decomposition via stimulating the native microbiota. One soil moisture 
potential, -33 kPa, was used in this experiment. Univariate statistical analyses found no 
significant differences in corn-residue decomposition among our three treatments that 
included corn residue. We concluded that the Requate® product did not increase the rate 
of corn-residue decomposition in our Clarion soil. 
 Microbial growth efficiency (MGE) was analyzed for isolated soil bacteria at 
three pH’s. In a stressed environment, we expected a greater level of C partitioned for 
cell maintenance than for microbial biomass C (MBC). Three Bacillus genus bacteria 
were isolated: B. pasteurii, B. circulans, and B. sphaericus. A characterized Webster soil 
(Typic Endoaquoll) was amended with Ca(OH)2 (calcium hydroxide) and Al2(SO4)3 
(aluminum sulfate) to alter a soil pH of 6.5, to 7.5 and 5.5, respectively. Characterized 
xi 
corn residue was added and mixed into 100 g dry-weight Webster soil and placed inside a 
standard 0.47 L (pint) Mason jar (mesocosm). Corn residue (0.45 g) was added and 
mixed into the soil and then sterilized with high pressure saturated steam inside the 
mesocosm for 1 hr. The mesocosm was brought to room temperature (20-25°C) and then 
inoculated with a known quantity of our individual bacteria. Carbon dioxide and MBC 
were measured throughout a 35-day incubation period on days 3, 7, 14, 21, and 35. Our 
analysis determined that there was a significant difference in the rate of CO2 evolution 
(RCO2) by treatment and day. In general, RCO2 from all treatments was greater at day 3 
and declined throughout the study; we measured significant differences in RCO2 on all 
days. B. pasteurii degraded the corn residue most rapidly, with the rate of decomposition 
being greater at pH 7.5 than pH 6.5 or 5.5. All other treatments followed a similar 
pattern, having greater rates of decomposition at pH 7.5. Microbial biomass C was 
greatest at pH 7.5 for all treatments and increased to a peak on day 21, where MBC was 
significantly different. The lowest MBC values were observed at pH 5.5 with B. 
circulans, followed by B. sphaericus, and then B. pasteurii. The least amount of MBC 
was observed when RCO2 was at its greatest. However, we could not determine the ratio 
of RCO2 per unit MBC produced because of measured negative MBC values. Thus, our 
data provided weak evidence that stressed cells required more metabolized C for cell 
maintenance but differences existed among the three isolates and an overall 
generalization could not be made. 
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Microbial decomposition of plant residue is one of many microbe-mediated 
energy transformation processes on Earth. When microbes break down complex plant 
residues into simpler bio-molecules, the resulting cascade of inorganic and organic 
compounds meet the needs to generate microbial biomass. Through the decomposition 
process, microbial communities shape the environment by affecting global-scale 
biogeochemical nutrient cycling. As microbes break down plant residue, the C is 
partitioned between nutrients utilized for growth as microbial biomass and gas respired, 
which impacts ecosystem regulation via the dampening and amplification of feedback 
loops (i.e., C cycle). A microbial community’s ability to transform the environment has 
gained considerable attention in the last several decades and is of significant importance 
within the agricultural context; as greater crop biomass is being produced, greater 
quantities of non-harvested crop biomass must be decomposed.  
In an agricultural context, plant residues are derived from crop plants and are 
primarily composed of leafs, stems, and root tissues that remain after harvest. 
Conservation tillage (tillage that leaves 30% or more residue on the soil surface) is an 
effective method of surface residue management that reduces surface runoff and soil loss, 
conserves soil moisture, improves surface microbial populations, soil organic matter 
content, and soil hydraulic/physical properties (Al-Kaisi, 2009). Other factors also affect 
the management of residues: type of residue, carryover of residue, type of field 
operations, soil moisture and weather conditions, and timing of field operations (Al-
Kaisi, 2009). The main difference between conventional tillage and minimum and no-till 
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operations is the incorporation of crop residues. Tillage homogenizes the soil organic 
carbon (SOC) fractions within the plow layer due to the mechanical distribution of crop 
residues throughout the tillage zone (Ussiri et al., 2009). Minimum and no-till operations 
result in a layer of residue being left on the soil surface, which increases the SOC 
fractions in the upper layers of the soil profile (Jacinthe et al., 2002). Residue 
management is particularly important in no-till environments where residue can 
accumulate and degrade at a slower rate.  
Variations in type of residue (cellulose, lignin, proteins, etc.), soil moisture, 
temperature, nutrient supply, and pH modify the rate of residue decomposition (Wolf and 
Wagner, 2005). It is also important to note that the flux of carbon dioxide (CO2) between 
the atmosphere and the soil is an important link in the C cycle that could be greatly 
influenced by specific residue management practices.  
All ecosystems have a decomposition subsystem that serves to oxidize dead 
residues to CO2. In terrestrial ecosystems, residue decomposition contributes to the soil 
organic matter (SOM) pool and to the release of the necessary nutrients needed to sustain 
the soil food web of which terrestrial plants depend upon for growth. This decomposition 
cycle is an essential global process as it determines the amount of C being stored in 
terrestrial ecosystems and is reliant on the level of plant productivity. Roughly 90% of 
net primary production is returned to soil as dead plant matter from forests, grasslands, 
and agricultural fields (Torbert et al., 2000). Therefore, a balance exists between 
autotrophic fixation and soil respiration as they are dependent upon each other.  
Accelerated soil respiration has been documented as a result of 18th century land 
clearing and subsequent cultivation (Wolf and Wagner, 2005). However, the burning of 
fossil fuel is currently the largest contributor of CO2 into the atmosphere (IPCC, 2014); 
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the cultivation of virgin soils was the largest contributor of CO2 into the atmosphere from 
the 18th century until the 1990s (Post et al., 1990).  There is considerable scientific debate 
on whether terrestrial ecosystems can serve as a sequestering sink for C as there are many 
factors that influence a soil’s ability to sequester C. Factors that affect soil C 
sequestration include plant-residue quality as a function of plant morphology, physiology, 
and phytochemistry, as well as abiotic environmental factors such as pH, moisture, 
temperature, and soil structure. These factors drive the heterotrophic microbial 
communities responsible for the bulk of plant-residue decomposition (abiotic weathering 
also functions to decompose plant residue). 
Plant organic matter is composed of six primary constituents: cellulose, 
hemicellulose, lignin, water-soluble (simple sugars, amino acids, aliphatic acids), 
ethers/alcohols (fats, oils, waxes, resins, pigments), and proteins (Loynachan, 2013). In 
the short term, the sequence of organic matter decomposition is initiated with sugars, 
starches, and water-soluble proteins, continues with crude protein followed by 
hemicellulose, cellulose, oils, fats, lignin, and waxes (Rivas et al., 2013). Cellulose is the 
most abundant organic structure in nature and is composed of β(1-4) linked D-glucose 
molecules in linear chains that can span from 5,000 to 10,000 individual glucose 
molecules. These linear chains of D-glucose are cross-linked by hydrogen bonds between 
hydroxyl groups on adjacent glucose units (Hopkins and Hüner, 2009) to form cellulosic 
microfibrils (Horwath, 2007). Cellulose microfibrils are cross-linked together by glycans 
such as pectin or hemicelluloses to form the networked system responsible for the plant 
cell wall (Horwath, 2007). The breakdown of cellulose to yield monomer glucose 
molecules can only be accomplished by the enzyme system, cellulase (endoglucanase, 
exoglucanase, β-glucosidase), that can hydrolyze cellulose (Gupta et al., 2011). The 
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hydrolysis of cellulose yields the D-isomer of glucose, an aldohexose carbohydrate 
(C6H12O6) that serves as the ubiquitous source for cellular energy production and fuels 
both aerobic and anaerobic cellular respiration. As a result of glycolysis and the 
subsequent tricarboxylic acid cycle, glucose is eventually oxidized through mitochondrial 
oxidative phosphorylation to form CO2, water, and energy stored in the form of adenosine 
tri-phosphate (ATP), the energy currency of the cell. Soil bacteria, fungi, and 
actinomycetes are capable of producing cellulases to breakdown both cellulose and 
hemicellulose, however, fungi dominate the decomposition of celluloses. 
Hemicellulose is comprised of shorter chains than cellulose at roughly 500-3,000 
sugar units, and is a branched polymer rather than an unbranched polymer (Horwath, 
2007). Pectins are linear chains of 300 to 1,000 α(1-4) linked D-galacturonic acid 
molecules found predominantly in the middle lamella (Hopkins and Hüner, 2009), the 
layer between neighboring plant cells, and is associated with calcium (Ca2+) in ionic 
bonding (Horwath, 2007). The pectin-bound cellulose microfibrils form a network of 
cross-linked fibers that define the primary plant cell wall. Hemicelluloses can be 
furthered identified by whether they contain multiple sugars (heteroglycans) or consist of 
a singular monosaccharide molecule (homoglycans), which are less abundant than the 
heteroglycans (Horwath, 2007). Heteroglycans are primarily pentoses, hexoses, or uronic 
acids such as xylose, arabinose, mannose, glucose, galactose, and the glucuronic and 
galacturonic acids. Prior to the release of oligogalacturonides and simple sugars, the 
hemicellulose and pectin cross-linked glycan structure must be decoupled by pectinase 
enzymes. 
After cellulose and hemicellulose, lignin is the third most abundant organic 
substrate produced during net primary productivity (Hopkins and Hüner, 2009; Wolf and 
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Wagner, 2005). Lignin is more complex than cellulose or hemicellulose and its rate of 
decomposition, excluding waxes, is slower in the short term than other plant matter 
constituents (Rivas et al., 2013). Lignin is an amorphous polymer and its heterogeneous 
composition varies from plant species to plant species. The non-specific structure of 
lignin makes it difficult for enzymes to breakdown; however, lignin does contain a 
centralized structure based around the phenyl propanoid unit that consists of an aromatic 
ring and a 3-C side chain (Wolf and Wagner, 2005). Lignin is cross-linked to 
hemicellulose via a cell-wall protein called extensin and has a large hydrocarbon content 
that contributes to its hydrophobicity (Horwath, 2007). The hydrophobicity, non-
repeating structure, and density of lignin provide plants with a barrier against rapid decay 
as it must be broken down into smaller fragments before decomposition can progress. 
Fungi are the most efficient degraders of lignin as they produce the greatest array of 
enzymes (Wolf and Wagner, 2005). 
Plant chemical composition can vary widely depending on geographic location 
due to variable climate and soil conditions that determine ecosystem type (Szegi, 1988). 
Depending on the plant, the proportions of cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin may vary 
and in this way can contribute to the amounts of labile C and relatively recalcitrant 
materials returned to the soil as plant organic matter. The decomposition of organic 
residues is therefore affected by the environment’s pH, moisture, temperature, and soil 
structure. Microorganism fitness varies as it is dependent upon the substrate quality and 
climate.  
Existence of microorganisms can be influenced by nutrients, pH, moisture 
content, temperature (Zilli et al., 2003), aeration, time-of-year, soil depth (Alexander, 
1977), and soil structure (Sessitsch et al., 2001). These factors influence a 
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microorganism’s ability to obtain energy and nutrients, such as C, to produce cellular 
biomass, and to reproduce. The level of acidity in the soil determines what populations 
are present within the microbial community, influencing the numbers of particular 
microorganisms at a specific pH (i.e, fungi dominate at acid pH). Nutrient availability in 
the soil is also determined by pH, with most nutrients being available at a neutral pH 
(Beaton et al., 2005). It is reasonable to assume that bacteria, being the predominate 
microorganism at neutral pH, have evolved to fully utilize this relationship in the soil. 
Some microorganisms also have a buffering capacity towards changes in pH (Konhauser, 
2007); this allows microorganisms to resist changes in pH and continue to persist in the 
environment.  
Microbial inoculants are categorized as plant biostimulants per the definition put 
forth by the European Biostimulants Industry (du Jardin, 2012). Microbial inoculants can 
also be defined as “biofertilizers” (Herrmann et al., 2013) and can be furthered described 
as plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) and plant growth promoting bacteria 
(PGPB) within the current literature (Kloepper and Schroth, 1978). One purpose of 
microbial inoculants is to enhance agricultural plant growth and yield.  
Our study analyzed the potential for decomposition agent, Requate®, formulated 
by the Chinese company Chengdu Hecheng Biological Technology CO., LTD, to 
decompose agricultural plant residue. Requate® may accelerate the rate of plant-residue 
decomposition and be useful as a decomposition agent. The use of microbial inoculants 
have demonstrated potential in facilitating agricultural crop growth and yield and may be 
of interest in enabling increased plant decomposition and consequently improving 
management of agricultural plant residue. Our subsequent study on microbial biomass C 
(MBC) and CO2 partitioning served to further our current understanding of carbon flow 
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in individual soil bacteria. The main objective of this research was to quantify MBC to 
CO2 partitioning in three isolated soil bacteria as a function of pH. Our hypothesis was 
that in a stressed environment a greater level of C will be partitioned for cell maintenance 
rather than for MBC. 
Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organized into five chapters, which address all components of this 
research. Chapter one is a general introduction outlining the relevance of this research, 
while the second chapter identifies the studies relevant to this research via a literature 
review. The third chapter and fourth chapter outline the materials, methods, results, 
discussion, conclusions, and references for both the analysis of Requate® decomposition 
agent and the partitioning of microbial cell C and CO2 in three soil bacilli as affected by 
pH, respectively. The third and fourth chapters are written in the style of Agronomy 
Journal. The fifth chapter, or general conclusions of the thesis, highlights the implications 
of the research in our understanding of plant decomposition as mediated by soil 
microorganisms. Also, it considers suggestions for further work.  
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Requate® Decomposition Agent 
Perhaps the most widely known and used agricultural microbial inoculant is 
rhizobia, discovered in 1886 by German scientist, Herman Hellriegel. Commercial 
inoculants of Rhizobium were first introduced in 1896 (Smith, 1992) and are still used 
globally. Since that discovery many microbial inoculants have been introduced with 
varying success and are now categorized as plant biostimulants per the definition put 
forth by the European Biostimulants Industry (du Jardin, 2012). Microbial inoculants can 
also be defined as “biofertilizers” (Herrmann et al., 2013) and can be furthered described 
as plant growth promoting rhizobacteria (PGPR) and plant growth promoting bacteria 
(PGPB) within the current literature (Kloepper and Schroth, 1978). 
One purpose of microbial inoculants is to enhance agricultural plant growth and 
yield. Other applications of microbial inoculants include bioremediation of contaminated 
soil and reclamation of degraded lands (de-Bashan et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2011). There 
are several potential mechanisms in which microbial inoculants promote agricultural 
plant growth: (i) asymbiotic nitrogen fixation, (ii) solubilization of nutrients such as 
phosphorus, (iii) sequestering of iron by production of siderophores, (iv) production of 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) (Calvo et al., 2014), (v) increase in root biomass via 
stimulated hormone production (Hermann et al., 2013), (vi) increased protection against 
pathogenicity (Bhattacharyya and Jha, 2012), and (vii) resistance to drought and salinity 
stress (Bacilio et al., 2004; Casanovas et al., 2002). Microbial inoculants when used in 
concert with inorganic and organic fertilizers could potentially serve to reduce the use 
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and cost of agricultural fertilizers. Therefore, the market for microbial inoculants is likely 
to be substantial (Malusa et al., 2012). 
There are several recent comprehensive reviews that outline the current research 
trends related to PGPB, PGBR, and agricultural biostimulants of which microbial 
inoculants are included. In particular, Calvo et al. (2014) expanded upon the earlier 
analysis of biostimulants by du Jardin (2012), who scrutinized the scientific merit of 
biostimulants through the review of relevant selected articles in refereed journals. A 
significant body of research represents the increased interest in the use of microbial 
inoculants to facilitate the efficiency of various environmental mechanisms. Research 
avenues summarized in the previous paragraph demonstrate that the breadth and 
applicability of microbial inoculants is broad. The effects of agricultural practices such as 
tillage and chemical inputs on residue decomposition have been well studied (Al-Kaisi, 
2014). However, in relation to agricultural residue management, studies involving 
microbial inoculants used as decomposition agents have demonstrated limited 
applications.  
Schenck zu Schwiensberg-Mickan and Müller (2009) performed an incubation 
experiment where a commercially available microbial inoculant coined “effective 
microorganisms” (EM) was tested for efficacy in residue decomposition over a period of 
40 days with moisture and temperature of soil held constant at 50% water-holding 
capacity and 20.6ºC, respectively. Their study indicated that microbial turnover of 
residue was not increased with the addition of the commercial EM product. Interestingly, 
the authors claimed that the microbial inoculant used in the study may have had negative 
effects on soil fertility and plant growth by affecting the production of extracellular 
enzymes responsible for residue decomposition. There is no known addition of isolated 
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extracellular enzymes being used as microbial inoculant to facilitate residue breakdown. 
Organic enzymes such as phosphatases and phytases (Richardson et al., 2009) for 
solubilizing phosphorus and organic acids such as citric, oxalic, tartaric, succinic, and 
alpha-ketoglutarate could potentially facilitate the decomposition process. Little research 
has been done on isolating extracellular enzymes for use on the agricultural landscape. 
Magan et al. (1989) conducted a study on the decomposition of wheat straw in soil after 
the establishment of five different microbial inoculates and demonstrated a similar trend 
as Schenck zu Schwiensberg-Mickan and Müller (2009), where none of the five 
treatments in their experiment accelerated the decomposition of wheat straw. However, 
the study noted that abiotic factors such as soil moisture content had a profound influence 
on the overall decomposition rate of wheat straw.  
The factors that are most relevant in the plant-decomposition process are 
temperature, soil moisture, aeration, and plant C inputs (Alexander, 1977; Curiel et al., 
2007).  The overall decomposition of specific residues is also dependent on variables 
such as residue composition, residue quantity, incorporation of residues, and pH of the 
soil. Composition of residues affects the rate of decay because residues do not decompose 
as whole units (Wolf and Wagner, 2005). Interestingly, the complete decomposition of 
specific residues is not dependent on singular microorganisms acting alone but is actually 
performed by a series of separate microbes working together to decompose a particular 
substrate. In specific, different microbes produce different enzymes that disassemble 
various organic compounds (Wolf and Wagner, 2005). This may be why enzyme activity 
can be observed in greater abundance in the surface of no-till soils due to a greater 
concentration of soil organic C (SOC) in the upper soil profile (Dick, 1984).  
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Microbial inoculants engineered as decomposing agents may demonstrate limited 
efficacy in an agricultural setting due to the inherent variability in microbial growth as 
affected by environmental factors. Therefore, reproducibility of effects of microbial 
inoculants should be verified across a variable mixture of soil types, abiotic, and biotic 
factors. Other considerations for commercial production could include a particular 
microbe and its ability to survive from the site of production until the application onto an 
agricultural field. Also, the study of inter-dependent relationships between native 
microbes and the possible adverse effects of introducing microbial inoculants on 
established microbial communities active in the plant-decomposition process should be 
considered. Microbial communication is poorly understood and antagonistic and 
competitive relationships may exist between introduced microorganisms and the native 
microbial population. Upon application to an agricultural field, a microorganism must 
also be compatible with the various inorganic and organic chemicals used and 
demonstrate an ability to survive within the native microbial community.  
There are two main types of microorganisms: C fixers (autotrophs) and those that 
decompose organic compounds (heterotrophs). Plant-residue decomposition primarily 
utilizes the capacities of heterotrophs (Suthersan, 2009). In turn, there are many sub-
levels of heterotrophic metabolism that are separated between aerobic reactions and 
anaerobic reactions. In this way, microorganisms have a wide berth in their ability to 
degrade a variety of organic compounds. It is assumed that this ability to biodegrade and 
decompose organic compounds is derived from evolutionary time and adaptation to 
changes in the environment. Specifically, microorganisms have a large capacity for 
adaptation in terms of being able to reproduce. In brief, bacteria reproduce asexually 
through binary fission, or are able to transfer bacterial DNA (although not formally 
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reproduction) through three mechanisms: bacteriophage-mediated transduction, plasmid-
mediated conjugation, and natural transformation. Transfer of DNA is one of many 
factors that determine a microorganism’s ability to develop within a certain ecological 
niche. Upon adaptation, or determination of niche, microorganisms as delegated by the 
need for energy and nutrients, impact the biogeochemical cycles that are of interest to 
plant-residue decomposition. 
Existence of microorganisms can be influenced by nutrients, pH, moisture 
content, temperature (Zilli et al., 2003), aeration, time-of-year, soil depth (Alexander, 
1977), and soil structure (Sessitsch et al., 2001). These factors influence a 
microorganism’s ability to obtain energy and nutrients, such as C, to produce cellular 
biomass, and to reproduce. The level of acidity in the soil determines what populations 
are present within the microbial community, influencing the numbers of particular 
microorganisms at a specific pH (i.e., fungi dominate at acid pH). Nutrient availability in 
the soil is also determined by pH, with most nutrients being available at a neutral pH 
(Beaton et al., 2005). It is reasonable to assume that bacteria, being the predominate 
microorganism at neutral pH, have evolved to fully utilize this relationship in the soil. 
Some microorganisms also have a buffering capacity towards changes in pH (Konhauser, 
2007); this allows microorganisms to resist changes in pH and continue to persist in the 
environment.  
Moisture content influences microbial population by influencing aerobic or 
anaerobic conditions in the soil. If anaerobic conditions persist, the terminal electron 
acceptor used during the decomposition of organic compounds will no longer be oxygen 
(O2) and can produce noxious gases such as methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O). 
Some anaerobic respiration products can be toxic if enough accumulate in the soil 
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environment (i.e., nitrous acid, HNO2). Anaerobic respiration is also lower energy 
yielding in that the oxidant electron acceptor in aerobic conditions, O2, produces more 
energy than that of nitrate (NO3-). In this way, it is preferential to have an aerobic soil to 
biodegrade organic residues from agricultural crop production. Soil moisture content also 
determines the amount of energy that is expended by a microorganism to maintain proper 
moisture content within its protoplasm (Loynachan, 2013).  
Temperature, similar to pH, will affect populations of microorganisms. Different 
microorganisms are active at different temperatures (i.e., psychrophiles, mesophiles, 
thermophiles). Microbial activity has a positive relationship with temperature; as 
temperature lowers, the metabolic activity of microorganisms slows, and as the 
temperature rises, the metabolic activity of microorganisms increases. Of course, there 
are thresholds at the extremes, where at too low, or too high of temperatures, microbial 
activity essentially ceases to exist. At high temperatures, proteins and nucleic acids can 
lose their configurations and cause permanent change. As an example, in the extreme 
case of boiling temperature, hydrolyzation of cell constituents such as adenosine tri-
phosphate (ATP) causes an inability to utilize the proton motive force that is responsible 
for energy generation (Konhauser, 2007). Temperature also affects microbial metabolism 
by determining a microorganism’s fluid state; the fluid state of the cell membrane 
determines its ability to transport nutrients and generate energy (Konhauser, 2007). 
Aeration in soil is affected by the many physical, chemical, and biological 
interactions that mitigate the formation of soil structure. Soil structure is formed by the 
aggregation of soil particles to form a matrix for gas and water exchange. Soil structure is 
formed by physical processes such as wet-dry, freeze-thaw, and shrink-swell cycles 
(Brady and Weil, 2012). Structure-forming chemical processes include (but are not 
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limited to) ionic-bridging, precipitation of hydroxides and oxides, and binding by SOC 
(Bronick and Lal, 2005), and biological influences on structure are determined primarily 
between exudates released by plants and microorganisms. Plant and microbial exudates 
are comprised of “glues” and polysaccharide gums that cement and enmesh particles 
together to form aggregates (Bronick and Lal, 2005). In addition, microorganisms have a 
negative surface charge at neutral pH, and thus are potentially an important influence on 
the flocculation of clay particles (Bar-Or and Shilo, 1988). Flocculation of soil particles 
is highly dependent on pH, as pH determines the charge of broken edges on clay 
particles; broken edges are positively charged at low pH and negatively charged at high 
pH. Level of acidity, moisture content, and aeration are all influenced strongly by soil 
structure. Therefore, residue decomposition is affected by soil properties and also 
environmental factors such as pH, moisture content, aeration, and nutrient availability 
(Christensen, 2001). It is also important to note that soil structure, texture, and type varies 
temporally and spatially (horizontally and vertically). This variability in soil accounts for 
the variability of the microbial population and its subsequent ability to decompose plant 
residue.   
Microbial Cell Carbon Partitioning 
 Microbial biomass can be monitored and indicates differences throughout an 
environment as affected by abiotic conditions; soil microbial biomass is important in the 
regulation of soil transformations associated with global ecosystem processes (Horwath 
and Paul, 1994). Terrestrial ecosystems absorb and release greenhouse gas emissions and 
have a significant influence on the regulation of the ecosystem feedbacks associated with 
CO2, CH4, and nitrous oxides (Schimel et al., 1994). Greater than 66% of organic C 
sequestered in terrestrial ecosystems is contained in the SOM fraction (Six et al., 2006) of 
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which soil microbial biomass is an important component (Horwath and Paul, 1994). 
Microbial assimilation of SOC and the global C cycle are intrinsically linked (Schimel et 
al., 2014). Therefore, a considerable interest exists in furthering our understanding of the 
biogeochemistry mechanisms involved in the C cycled between the terrestrial ecosystem 
and the atmosphere (Bardgett et al., 2008).  
 The global C cycle is one of many important nutrient cycles that sustain 
biological life in the biosphere. Carbon dioxide that is fixed from the atmosphere by 
terrestrial plants is returned back into the atmosphere primarily via soil respiration at a 
flux of 75 x 1015 g C/yr (Schlesigner and Andrews, 2000). Terrestrial plants provide the 
organic residues necessary for plant decomposers to produce microbial biomass and the 
subsequent CO2 that is respired back into the atmosphere (Schlesigner and Andrews, 
2000). Across global biomes, soil respiration and the net primary productivity (NPP) of 
plants are directly related with a coefficient of determination value of 0.87 (Raich and 
Schlesinger, 1992). There are many natural factors that influence the global C cycle 
(Bardgett et al., 2008) including interactions with anthropogenic disturbances such as 
agricultural land use (Smith et al., 2008). Soil disturbed through cultivation increases the 
rate of SOM decomposition by altering aeration and moisture conditions (Six et al., 
1998). It is claimed that anthropogenic C emissions from fossil fuels and industrial 
practices are driving global climate change (Lal, 2004; Marland et al., 2008). 
Interestingly, soil CO2 emissions account for five times that produced by burning fossil 
fuels. With 30-50% of the Earth’s land heavily modified by human land use (Pongratz et 
al., 2009), primarily for agricultural production (Vitousek et al., 1997), it is mainly the 
anthropogenic disturbance of soil by cultivation that has exacerbated CO2 emissions 
(Reicosky, 2002; Schlesinger 2000).  
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 Several reviews exist that examine the dynamics of SOC and the influence of 
microbial communities (Paustian et al., 1997; Scow, 1997; Six et al., 2006). Studies have 
outlined soil bacterial and fungal growth efficiency in both laboratory cultures and with a 
mixed population in a non-sterile soil, however, few have reviewed sterile soil inoculated 
with a single organism (Six et al., 2006). Microbial growth efficiency (MGE) in this 
context is considered as the partitioning of substrate C between microbial biomass and 
cellular respiration. More specifically MGE is the amount of new biomass C produced 
per unit substrate C metabolized; MGE determines the amount of substrate C that is 
respired as CO2 from the soil (Six et al., 2006). Microbial growth efficiency is highly 
variable and greatly affected by abiotic factors such as soil moisture (Xu and Qi, 2001), 
pH (Seto and Noda, 1982), temperature (Fang and Moncrieff, 2001; Rivkin and 
Legendre, 2001), and substrate availability (Khomik et al., 2006; Raich and Tufekciogul, 
2000). The ratio of C respired as CO2 per unit MBC produced follows the assumption 
that microbial metabolism has synchronized anabolic and catabolic reactions (Tempest 
and Neijssel, 1987). Although, studies suggest that growth energetics and the total 
amount of microbial biomass produced are not fixed when subjected to antagonistic 
growing conditions (Karl, 1980). 
The measurement of microbial CO2 respiration-to-biomass ratio is conceptually 
based on Odum’s theory of ecosystem development; one of the three parameters that 
define ecological succession involves biomass produced and function maintained per unit 
of available energy (biomass supported/unit energy flow) (Odum, 1970). This microbial 
metabolic quotient is commonly referred to as qCO2 in the literature, although MGE will 
be used throughout this text. Microbial growth efficiency has been utilized in many 
published studies as a bioindicator of ecosystem function and has demonstrated variable 
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results. Predictions of nutrient release from organic amendments are based on several 
well-known principles such as the C:N ratio of plant residue and the temperature and pH 
of soil (Curiel et al., 2007; Marschner et al., 2015), however, replication of studies seem 
to be regulated by land management and soil type.  
 In a review of MGE as affected by land management, Wardle and Ghani (1995) 
analyzed studies involving liming, acidification, mineral fertilization, manure addition, 
and cultivation. Wardle and Ghani provided evidence that disturbance, mediated by land 
management, affects soil quality; soil quality is dependent on whether that disturbance 
alleviates environmentally unfavorable growth conditions. For example, fertilizer 
additions may induce stress or reduce the MGE depending on whether the environment 
was originally nutrient limiting. Disturbances on soil quality that reduce stress may 
increase microbial efficiency and in a non-nutrient limiting system the addition of 
fertilizer may increase the respiration-to-biomass ratio by reducing microbial efficiency. 
However, the interpretation of fertilizer studies on microbial growth is limited by the 
subjective analysis of the effects due to potential indirect interactions (artifacts).  
 The preparation of soil may have significant impact on the potential C 
mineralization by microorganisms. For example, intact-field-moist soil cores compared to 
use of dried and sieved soil have demonstrated different approximations of MBC (Beare 
et al., 1994; Cabrera and Kissel, 1988). Another study found MBC differed between dried 
and coarsely-sieved soil and an intact-field-moist soil; interestingly, different soil types 
were used and the clay content was inversely related to C mineralization per unit of SOC 
(Franzluebbers, 1999). However, another study analyzing relationships of soil 
respiration-to-biomass found that clay content had no significant effect on CO2 
production rate or C mineralization rate unless the soil was conditioned (pre-incubated) 
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before beginning the study (Wang et al., 2003). In the study conducted by Franzluebbers 
(1999), the soils used were not pre-incubated. An inter-laboratory comparison analyzing 
ten different ways of measuring soil MBC demonstrated that the variability in MBC data 
was primarily due to the soil-to-soil variation and previous land management (Beck et al., 
1997).  
 There are several described methods for estimating the size of microbial biomass. 
Traditional methods for estimating microbial biomass include direct counts by 
microscopy (Schmidt and Paul, 1982), colony-forming units (Wollum, 1982), in-situ 
respiration (Anderson, 1982), and substrate-induced respiration (SIR) (Horwath and Paul, 
1994). Methods for determining MBC include chloroform-fumigation extraction (CFE) 
(Vance et al., 1987), chloroform-fumigation incubation (CFI) (Jenkinson and Powlson, 
1976), substrate-induced respiration (SIR), and biochemical assays such as the analysis of 
ATP (Holm-Hansen and Booth, 1966). Each technique has its criticisms and weaknesses 
although it seems from the literature that CFE is the most common and well accepted 
method for analyzing microbial biomass. The CFE method is applicable to acid soils, 
water-logged soils, organic layers in soils, and can also be applied directly after substrate 
addition to soil (Harden et al., 1993; Inubushi et al., 1991; Scholle et al., 1992; Vance et 
al., 1987). However, there are three potential disadvantages of CFE that are commonly 
discussed in the literature and are clearly outlined in Jenkinson (2004):  
1) the 24-hr exposure to chloroform vapor is not sufficient to terminate enzymatic 
activity and therefore biases extractable N measurements (Brookes et al., 1985),  
2) chloroform may potentially solubilize non-living fractions of the SOM, and 
3) the relation of quantity of material solubilized by chloroform to the size of the original 
biomass and the value of the variable used to calculate this quantity may not be constant.  
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 The kEC value of the CFE method represents the extractable portion of MBC. 
During CFE, chloroform attacks the cell membrane of soil microorganisms resulting in 
cell death. The contents of the microbial cell are degraded and rendered extractable 
(Joergensen, 1996). The fraction of MBC rendered extractable is measured by CFE and it 
is this fraction that represents the kEC value that converts measured data into MBC via the 
following equation: 
biomass C = Ec: kEC 
where Ec is the organic C extracted from fumigated soil minus that extracted from non-
fumigated soil; kEC represents the extractable portion of MBC after fumigation. kEC values 
have been reported in a wide range from 0.21 – 0.98 (Bremer and van Kessel, 1992; 
Joergensen, 1996; Sparling et al., 1990; Sparling and West, 1988; Tate et al., 1988). A 
review on the kEC in 94 arable, 46 grassland, and 13 forest soils conducted by Joergensen 
(1996) demonstrated that no justification exists to discredit the kEC values presented by 
Vance et al. (1987) and Wu et al. (1990). However, Joergensen (1996) recommends 
utilizing different kEC dependent on the C analysis procedure used after fumigation; i.e, 
dichromate oxidation, UV-persulfate oxidation, and oven-oxidation. Jenkinson et al. 
(2004) believed that the kEC value was in need of review due to the availability of better, 
current analytical methods.  
 Sterilized soil is used in experiments for enzyme assays, soil respiration, 
biodegradation of chemical(s), sorption and mobility experiments (Tebbe and Reber, 
1991), DNA extraction (Trevors, 1996), and re-colonization studies (Coleman and 
MacFayden, 1966). The objective of soil sterilization is to preserve the physical and 
chemical architecture as close to in-situ conditions as possible as to mimic the natural 
conditions of the soil environment. Therefore, the ideal sterilization method is one that 
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eradicates the biological component of soil while maintaining the physical and chemical 
characteristics of the soil. Six common methods exist for sterilizing soil: autoclaving with 
wet or dry heat, gamma irradiation, microwaves, gaseous chemicals, and non-gasesous 
chemicals. Gamma irradiation is the preferred method for retaining the physical and 
chemical properties of soil. However, compared to other methods, gamma irradiation is 
expensive per 100 g soil. Our study utilized steam autoclaving due to ease of 
accessibility.  
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CHAPTER 3 
ANALYSIS OF REQUATE® DECOMPOSITION AGENT 
 
Abstract  
Decomposition agent, Requate®, formulated by the Chinese company Chendu 
Hecheng Biological Technology CO., LTD, was examined for efficacy in agricultural 
plant-residue decomposition. We measured carbon dioxide (CO2) evolution over 21 days 
to determine the plant-residue decomposition rate. A Clarion soil (Typic Hapludoll) and 
Zea mays L. (corn) residue were characterized for several traits, including total C, total N, 
and C:N ratio. Our experiment included six treatments: no soil, no residue, no product 
(b); soil, no residue, no product (soil); soil, residue, no product (soilr); soil, no residue, 
product (soilp); soil, residue, product (soilrp); soil, residue, sterilized product (soilrsp). 
Our mesocosms simulated no-tillage with and without corn residue addition. Requate® 
product was applied to our treatments at the recommended rate of 86.6 g/2,221 L per 
hectare. Our sterile Requate® factor served to identify whether the product had a carrier 
that facilitated decomposition via stimulating the native microbiota. One soil moisture 
potential, -33 kPa, was used in this experiment. Univariate statistical analyses found no 
significant differences in corn-residue decomposition among our three treatments that 
included corn residue. We concluded that the Requate® product did not increase the rate 
of corn-residue decomposition in our Clarion soil. 
Introduction 
 Microbial inoculants as agricultural amendments utilize selected or genetically 
modified microbes to promote plant growth. The application of microbial soil inoculants 
could substantially reduce the use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides (Berg, 2009). 
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Microorganisms are important in the decomposition of agricultural plant residues to form 
labile nutrients necessary for plant growth and can also function as plant-growth 
promoting microorganisms (PGPMs) (Trabelsi et al., 2013). Microbial inoculants as 
PGPMs have several modes of action: (i) biofertilizers (nitrogen-fixing or phosphorus 
solubilization) (Kennedy et al., 2001), (ii) phytostimulators (plant-hormone production) 
(Glick et al., 2007), and (iii) biological control agents (Dawar et al., 2010). Inoculant 
technology used to promote plant growth has existed for several centuries (Bashan et al., 
2014), however, replicating results in different environments has not been demonstrated. 
A lack of consist results is mainly due to the inherent variability that exists in the 
environmental factors required for microbial growth. Many reviews exist that summarize 
the use of inoculants for promoting plant growth (Adesemoye and Kloepper, 2009; 
Andrews et al., 2003; Bacilio et al., 2004; Bashan et al., 2004; Bashan and de-Bashan, 
2010; Bhattacharyya and Jha, 2012; Calvo et al., 2014; Casanovas et al., 2002; Catroux et 
al., 2001; Deaker et al., 2004; de-Bashan et al., 2012; du-Jardin., 2012; Glick et al., 2007; 
Herrmann et al., 2013; Herridge, 2007; Kennedy et al., 2001; Lodewyckx et al., 2002; 
Lucy et al., 2004; Ma et al., 2011; Rizvi et al., 2009; Stephens and Rask, 2000; Trabelsi 
et al., 2013; Vessey, 2003). One review in particular by Bashan et al. (2014) highlights in 
detail the practical and technical aspects of microbial inoculant use over the last decade. 
Several thousand articles discuss inoculation of plants with microorganisms (Bashan et 
al., 2014) and many procedures and considerations exist in developing bacterial 
inoculants. With few studies involving the use of introduced microorganisms (Schenck zu 
Schwiensberg-Mickan and Müller, 2009) as aids in organic-matter decomposition, it is 
difficult to determine whether a trend exists in rate of plant-residue breakdown as 
affected by the application of a microbial inoculant. Our study reviews a microbial 
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inoculant specifically formulated to aid in the decomposition of plant residues. We tested 
the efficacy of Requate® decomposition agent in decomposing corn residue on a Clarion 
soil.  
Materials and Methods 
Soil characteristics 
 One surface soil (0-15 cm) was used in this experiment. Clarion, from a cultivated 
field in a corn-soybean rotation, was located at N42° 01.328 W093° 46.362 on the 
Agricultural Engineering and Agronomy Farm in Boone County, Iowa. Clarion is fine-
loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll. Clarion is a moderately well-drained 
soil. The soil was collected in October of 2013 and stored dry in a plastic-bag lined 
garbage can between time of collection and use. The soil was passed through a sieve (4 
mm) in the field prior to initial characterization. Some of the physical and chemical 
properties of this soil are noted in Table 3.1.  
Table 3.1. Characteristics of Clarion soil used in evaluation of Requate® decomposition agent. 
             
Soil†  P‡ K‡ pH‡ Total C‡ Total N‡  
            
                     ----mg kg -1 ----      ----------------%---------------- 
Clarion 42 175 6.40 1.848  0.1088 
             
† Clarion is a fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll. 
‡ P and K was determined by Mehlich-3 extraction; pH by 1:1, soil to water; total C by dry combustion; 
total N by Griess-Ilosvay cadmium reduction method. 
 
Soil moisture characteristic curve 
 
 A soil moisture characteristic curve was obtained for Clarion soil in order to 
determine the relationship between the gravimetric water content and water potential 
(Fig. 3.1) by using a tension table and pressure plates (Gardner, 1986). A pressure plate 
was used to measure the water content (g/g soil). Tensions of 10, 25, 35, 50, 35, 25, and 
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10 cm water were applied in this order for 24 hr each. Soil samples were allowed to reach 
equilibrium and then weighed to calculate gravimetric water content. The chamber was 
depressurized after reaching equilibrium at each pressure, and soil samples were removed 
and weighed to calculate the mass of water. One moisture potential level (-33 kPa) was 
applied as a moisture treatment. The average water content of the pressure plate 
measurements were 0.2797 g/g at -33 kPa. The gravimetric moisture content of the stored 
soil was determined to be 2.52%.  To bring soil moisture to field capacity (-33 kPa), 
25.45 mL of sterilized tap water was added per 100 g of Clarion soil. For treatments that 
received the Requate® inoculant, 23.95 mL of sterile tap water was added along with 1.5 
mL of the Requate® inoculant. 
 
 
Figure 3.1. Soil moisture characteristic curve of Clarion soil used in evaluation  
of Requate® plant decomposition agent. 
 
Characteristics of corn residue 
 
One plant residue was used in this experiment. Corn residue (stalks and leaves) 
were harvested in October of 2013 at the Agricultural Engineering and Agronomy Farm 
in Boone County, Iowa. The corn residue was harvested from a field that had been in a 
corn-soybean rotation since 1995. The corn residue was dehydrated for 96 hr in a forced-
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air dryer at 60°C. After the corn residue was dried, it was ground through a Wiley® mill 
until the corn residue was able to pass through a 1-mm sieve.  The corn residue was 
stored in an air-tight bucket after grinding.   Select characteristics of the dried, ground 
corn residue are noted in Table 3.2.  
Table 3.2. Characteristics of corn residue used in evaluation of Requate® decomposition agent. 
             
Residue  P†                K†                    Ca†                 Mg†                   S†  Total C‡             Total N‡  
            
        -------------------------- mg kg -1-------------------------                            ------------%-----------  
Corn  721      7070   5018          3072       1608                44.14              0.5910 
             
†P, K, Ca, and Mg were determined by dissolving a representative sample in concentrated nitric acid and 
hydrochloric acid, heating in a microwave unit, centrifuging, filtering, and analyzing filtrate via optical 
atomic spectroscopy; S determined by Tliat dry-ashing.  
‡Total C was determined by dry combustion; total N was determined by Kjedahl method. 
 
Permit to move live plant pests, noxious weeds, and soil 
 
 A permit to move live plant pests, noxious weeds, and soil was issued by the 
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA): Animal and Plant Health Inspection 
Service (APHIS) on September 30th, 2013 to allow the importation of Requate® 
decomposition agent from China to the United States of America (Appendix A.1). This 
permit was generated electronically via the ePermits system (a USDA-wide system for 
permit processing) and is filed under permittee name and number: Dr. Thomas 
Loynachan and P526P-13-03351, respectively. The APHIS permit outlines the conditions 
for handling and processing of the Requate® product. This permit did not authorize use of 
the Requate® product outside of room number 2526, Agronomy Hall, Iowa State 
University, Ames, Iowa, 50010. The Requate® product had to be autoclaved at 121°C for 
a minimum of 30 minutes before leaving room 2526. All necessary precautions were 
taken to prevent the escape of the regulated material and the conditions of the permit 
were successfully met.  
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Analysis of the Requate® product was fulfilled by the Animal and Plant Health Inspection 
Service (APHIS) at facility number 3070. Isolation and identification of organisms in the 
Requate® product demonstrated that the regulated article was comprised of a complex of 
bacterial and fungal mycelia, propagules, and spores (Table 3.3).  
Table 3.3. Isolation and identification of organisms in Requate® decomposition agent  
(APHIS permit P526P-13-03351). 
             
 
Regulated  Life stage(s)  Origin(s)  Culture designation  
article  
             
 
Bacteria  Mycelia,   China   Bacillus subtilis 
propagules, 
spores 
Fungi  Mycelia,   China   Rhodotorula lactose; Debaromyces                              
propagules,     hansenuii; Hansenula anomala;   
spores      Cladosporium cladosporiodes 
             
 
Preparation of Requate® decomposition agent 
 
Chengdu Hecheng Biotechnology Co., LTD, recommends that 5 g of the 
Requate® product be suspended into 500 g water for 24 hr and then diluted further with 
150 kg of water; 86.6 g/2,221 L per hectare is the recommended field application rate for 
the Requate® product. A 10x solution was made by suspending 92.9 mg of Requate® 
product and mixing in 236.6 mL of sterilized tap water on a magnetic stir plate for 24 hr. 
After the 24-hr period 20 mL of the 92.9 mg/236.6 mL solution was then transferred to 
180 mL of sterilized tap water and mixed well to make a 1x solution. To comply with the 
86.6 g/2,221 L per hectare recommendation 1.5 mL of the 1x solution delivered 0.099 g 
of the Requate® product to 100 g of soil.  
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Experimental design  
The experiment was designed to simulate a no-tillage-managed crop field after a 
corn harvest. A standard Mason jar (8.1x8.1x13.2 cm) was used as the mesocosm for this 
experiment (Fig. 3.2). Clarion soil (100 g dry weight) was added to each jar and sterilized 
tap water was added to bring soil moisture to field capacity (-33 kPa) minus the carrier 
volume of the inoculant (1.5 mL). After sterilized tap water was added to each jar, the 
soil was allowed to incubate for 10 days at 25°C prior to beginning CO2 measurements. 
After 10 days, 0.45 g of corn residue, 1.5 mL sterilized tap water, and Requate® inoculant 
was added to the appropriate treatments (Table 3.4). Corn residue was added at a rate of 
0.45 g to simulate typical agricultural field conditions. We assumed a typical agricultural 
field condition in a corn cropping system to produce 9.45 tons/hectare (150 bu/acre) corn 
yield with grain at 15.5% moisture. We calculated dry matter corn stover at 7.85 tons per 
hectare returning 1 ton per hectare of C to the soil. This value correlates closely with the 
value for dry matter corn stover C (381 kg/ton) reported in Iowa State University 
Extension and Outreach publication PM3050. Thirty mL of 1.027N NaOH was added to 
a 50-mL glass vial and placed within a Nalgene® cap inside of the mesocosm. The 
Nalgene® cap served to keep soil off of the 50-mL glass vial. Carbon dioxide respiration 
was measured during a 21-day incubation period on days 3, 6, 11, 16, and 21. NaOH 
served as an alkali trap that sequestered CO2 respired from each treatment as sodium 
carbonate (Na2CO3): 
CO2 + 2 NaOH → Na2CO3 + H2O 
 
The carbonates sequestered in the NaOH were precipitated out with 10 mL of 2N BaCl2 
and titrated against HCl of known normality. Phenolphthalein was used as a visual 
indicator to measure the end-point of the following chemical formula: 
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Na2CO3 + BaCl2→ BaCO3↓ + 2NaCl 
 
The amount of CO2 evolved in mg CO2 per treatment was calculated by the following 
equation: 
 
mg CO2 = (m.e. base – m.e. acid) x mg CO2/m.e. 
 
The percentage of C decomposed in corn residue over time per treatment was determined 
by the following equation:  
100*
.4417 0  * 0.45g
44
12
*CO mg Total 2










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Where 44
12
is equal to the atomic weight of C in CO2, 0.45 g is the amount of residue 
added to the treatments, and 0.4417 is the percentage of C in the residue. NaOH was 
initially standardized with potassium hydrogen phthalate (KHP), a monopotassium salt of 
phtalic acid that has no waters of hydration and due to its high molecular weight was able 
to be used as a precise and accurate primary standard. NaOH was the secondary standard 
once standardized with KHP and was used to standardize the HCl solution. Prior to each 
titration event, HCl was used to standardize the NaOH solution to measure any change in 
normality. Ascarite was used as a CO2 scrubber.  
Statistical analysis 
Statistical analysis of repeated measures was done via a univariate approach with 
the single response being CO2 respiration as a function of treatment effect. Each source 
of variation (between-treatments and within-treatments) was included as a random effect 
in the statistical model. Each treatment had six replications. The amount of CO2 
respiration per 100 g soil was used as an indicator of microbial growth and, therefore 
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plant decomposition. Greater concentrations of CO2 were interpreted as having greater 
rates of plant decomposition and consequently defined as having greater efficiency at 
decomposing plant matter.   
 
Figure 3.2. Mesocosm design for evaluation of Requate® plant decomposition agent. 
Table 3.4. Experimental treatments used in evaluation of Requate® decomposition agent.  
             
 Treatment Inoculant Residue  Treatment           Treatment 
Number  added   added  description           abbreviation 
             
1†                                      No soil, no residue, no product  b 
2‡      Soil, no residue, no product  soil 
3               x  Soil, residue, no product   soilr  
4    x    Soil, no residue, product   soilp 
5    x             x  Soil, residue, product   soilrp 
6    x             x  Soil, residue, sterilized product  soilrsp 
             
† Treatment served as an experimental control to measure ambient CO2 in the mesocosm. 
‡ Treatment served as an experimental control to measure CO2 respiration from native Clarion soil without 
amendments. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 Requate® is a decomposition agent and was tested for efficacy by measuring CO2 
evolution in mg over time. A statistical significance was measured when comparing 
treatments with residue and treatments without residue with an R2 value of 0.991. There 
were no significant differences within treatments that contained residue. With the 
exception of day 3, there was no significant difference between treatments that did not 
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contain residue. Figure 3.4 visualizes our statistical analysis and demonstrates the 
similarity between treatments with and without residue.  On day three, a significant 
difference was measured between Requate® product added to just soil without residue 
(soilp) and the treatment with soil and no additions (soil). Appendix A.2 - A.7 outlines 
our statistical analysis. The soilp treatment was not significantly different from our 
control treatment that contained no soil, no residue, and no product (b) on days 6 and 21. 
This may be indicative of microbial competition between the native microbial community 
in our soil samples and that of the Requate® product. In addition to measuring CO2, we 
also made qualitative visual observations within the individual mesocosms on each date 
of measurement. These measurements were simply observing the soil surface for 
indications of fungal growth (Fig. 3.3). If fungi were visible in a mesocosm, it was 
considered positive for fungal growth. These data were intended to determine whether 
there was a correlation between fungal growth and treatment effect. As the product 
contained fungi, it was expected that each mesocosm containing non-sterilized product 
would contain visible fungi. These measurements were non-conclusive and were non-
differentiating between treatments containing non-sterile product and the data have not 
been included.  
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Figure 3.3. Topside view of mesocosm during the evaluation of Requate® plant decomposition agent 
demonstrates visible fungi observed at 1x magnification.  
 
 
Figure 3.4. Carbon dioxide evolution (mg) by treatment measured during a 21-day evaluation of 
Requate® plant decomposition agent. 
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Figure 3.5. Percentage C in corn residue decomposed by treatment during a 21-day evaluation of 
Requate® plant decomposition agent. 
Table 3.5. Least squares mean (LS mean) differences of log CO2 evolution (mg) on day 3 measured 
during evaluation of Requate® decomposition agent. 
 
A univariate analysis (Appendix A.2 - A.7) explored each variable in our data set 
individually and was used to analyze this study due to its ability to identify the central 
tendency within the range of values collected while retaining the pattern of response to 
the individual variable and in the context of this study: CO2 levels measured as a function 
of treatment effect and day collected. The fraction of C evolved from the corn residue 
over the 21-day period averaged within the replicates that had residue were 47.98, 46.61, 
and 46.52% for treatments soilr, soilrp, and soilrsp, respectively. Statistically, there was 
not a significant difference in the fraction of C evolved from the corn residue over the 21-
day period. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the variability measured between replicates in the 
soilrp treatment. 
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A single soil type was used throughout the study. Utilizing different soils could 
potentially yield different results as pH, aeration, and soil moisture fluctuate. As a result, 
it is expected that the microbial population would be subsequently affected by the 
varying environmental conditions. A potential competitive relationship may exist 
between the native microbial populations within the Clarion soil and the Requate® 
product. This competitive relationship could explain the statistical significance between 
the soil with no additions (soil) and the soil with product (soilp) treatments. A previous 
study conducted on the introduction of microbial inoculants to an agricultural soil 
measured the effects of a commercially available microbial inoculant on the native soil 
endophytic actinobacterial population (Conn and Franco, 2004). This study observed a 
marked decrease in the level of colonization and diversity of the native endophytic 
actinobacterial population upon the addition of a mixed microbial inoculant (Conn and 
Franco, 2004). A similar study aimed to identify whether a competitive relationship 
existed between commercial inoculant Rhizobium leguminosarum bv trifolli strain U204 
and native soil Rhizobium leguminosarum bv trifolli strain, T126, to nodulate Trifolium 
repense L. and Trifolium pretense L. plants (Blanco et al., 2010).  This study observed 
nodulation competition between the introduced strain, U204, and the native strain T126 
on both species of plants. The competition between U204 and T126 was dependent on 
inoculum ratios. The commercial U204 strain was more competitive than the native T126 
strain when the ratio in the inoculant mixture was 1:1; however, the T126 strain was 
dominant in nodulation occupancy when the inoculant mixture was 1:9. The 1:9 inoculant 
ratio produced a higher number of nodules than the 1:1 inoculant ratio.  
Requate® recommends an application rate of 86.6 g/2,221 L per hectare and to 
deliver the same ratio to 100 g of soil we added 0.099 g of the Requate® product to our 
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treatments. Although we replicated the field application of this ratio within our 
mesocosms, it is possible that the minute quantity of product added produced 
insignificant results at the scale of our study. The potential of the Requate® product was 
not measured at the field-scale, therefore a comparison of results is not provided. The 
efficacy for this product to aid in decomposing corn residue on a Clarion soil was not 
observed in our experiment. An experiment designed to simulate a no-till environment on 
low organic matter soils and therefore possessing a less active microbial community may 
provide insights to whether a competitive relationship does exist. Requate® may exhibit 
potential in aiding plant-residue decomposition in low organic matter soils that have low 
native microbial populations. The addition of Requate® to a low organic matter soil may 
or may not produce competition with the native microbial population; a study could be 
conducted to test this by utilizing soils that have varying degrees of soil organic matter. 
Another potential issue with our study could be the low gravimetric moisture content of 
the Clarion soil (2.52%). It could be possible that air-drying the Clarion soil altered the 
composition of the native microbial community prior to the start date of our study.  
Conclusions 
An increased interest exists in microbial inoculants to promote agriculture plant 
growth and ultimately reduce the cost of chemical inputs (Berg, 2009). Requate®, a 
decomposition agent, was formulated specifically to assist the decomposition of plant 
residue in no-till agricultural environments. We measured the ability of Requate® to 
decompose corn surface residue on a Clarion soil. Corn-residue decomposition was 
measured as a function of CO2 evolved and was interpreted as microbial respiration. Our 
results demonstrate that Requate® had no effect on the rate of corn-residue decomposition 
over a 21-day period on a Clarion soil. A subsequent study may involve different soil 
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types to measure the effect of soil organic matter content on the efficacy of Requate® at 
different quantities.  
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CHAPTER 4 
 
PARTITIONING OF MICROBIAL CELL CARBON AND CARBON DIOXIDE IN 
THREE BACILLI AS AFFECTED BY PH 
 
Abstract 
 
 Microbial growth efficiency (MGE) was analyzed for isolated soil bacteria at 
three pH’s. In a stressed environment, we expected a greater level of C partitioned for 
cell maintenance than for microbial biomass C (MBC). Three Bacillus genus bacteria 
were isolated: B. pasteurii, B. circulans, and B. sphaericus. A characterized Webster soil 
(Typic Endoaquoll) was amended with Ca(OH)2 (calcium hydroxide) and Al2(SO4)3 
(aluminum sulfate) to alter a soil pH of 6.5, to 7.5 and 5.5, respectively. Characterized 
corn residue was added and mixed into 100 g dry-weight Webster soil and placed inside a 
standard 0.47 L (pint) Mason jar (mesocosm). Corn residue (0.45 g) was added and 
mixed into the soil and then sterilized with high pressure saturated steam inside the 
mesocosm for 1 hr. The mesocosm was brought to room temperature (20-25°C) and then 
inoculated with a known quantity of our individual bacteria. Carbon dioxide and MBC 
were measured throughout a 35-day incubation period on days 3, 7, 14, 21, and 35. Our 
analysis determined that there was a significant difference in the rate of CO2 evolution 
(RCO2) by treatment and day. In general, RCO2 from all treatments was greater at day 3 
and declined throughout the study; we measured significant differences in RCO2 on all 
days. B. pasteurii degraded the corn residue most rapidly, with the rate of decomposition 
being greater at pH 7.5 than pH 6.5 or 5.5. All other treatments followed a similar 
pattern, having greater rates of decomposition at pH 7.5. Microbial biomass C was 
greatest at pH 7.5 for all treatments and increased to a peak on day 21, where MBC was 
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significantly different. The lowest MBC values were observed at pH 5.5 with B. 
circulans, followed by B. sphaericus, and then B. pasteurii. The least amount of MBC 
was observed when RCO2 was at its greatest. However, we could not determine the ratio 
of RCO2 per unit MBC produced because of measured negative MBC values. Thus, our 
data provided weak evidence that stressed cells required more metabolized C for cell 
maintenance but differences existed among the three isolates and an overall 
generalization could not be made. 
Introduction 
Microbial respiration during the decomposition of organic matter is a vital part of 
the global C cycle (Schimel et al., 2014). During the decomposition of soil organic matter 
(SOM), soil microorganisms that utilize organic C for growth (heterotrophs) partition the 
C made labile from substrate between microbial biomass synthesis and the amount of C 
respired. Microbial growth efficiency quantifies the partitioning of C between biomass 
and respiration as the ratio of C in each unit of CO2, per unit C in biomass produced 
(Herron et al., 2009). This information is necessary to calculate the contributions of 
microbial communities to ecosystem feedbacks of CO2 into the atmosphere (Anderson-
Teixeira et al., 2011) and due to the variability measured in MGE (Six et al., 2006), it 
warrants further investigation. Studies generally have investigated the C flow in 
communities of microbes in a non-sterile soil or in laboratory cultures, while few studies 
have analyzed the partitioning of CO2 to microbial biomass within singular colonies 
(Anderson et al., 1981; Elliot et al., 1983; Six et al., 2006). To accurately quantify 
variability of MGE within a community, perhaps it is the MGE of singular species to 
community MGE that may further the understanding of microbial growth and metabolism 
in the context of C assimilation. However, it is important to note that the microbial 
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diversity in soil is comprised of many thousands of individual operational taxonomic 
units (Schimmel and Schaeffer, 2012) and that bacteria, archaea, and fungi vary in 
community functionality.  
Diversity is also demonstrated in the composition of different plant residues. In 
general, plants contain the same organic compounds such as cellulose, hemicellulose, 
lignin, and lipids but it is the proportions of these compounds that vary (Kononova, 
1966). Proportions of organic compounds in plants vary by species and plant maturity; 
residues may contain different carbon-to-nitrogen (C:N) ratios that dictate the rate of 
decomposition by microorganisms (Shi and Marschner, 2014).  Microbial growth is 
limited at high C:N ratios when temporary immobilization of nitrogen (N) occurs, this 
relationship differs in low C:N ratios that favors a greater rate of decomposition by 
microorganisms (Martens, 2000). Due to the dynamic composition of mixed plant 
residues, a suite of microorganisms is necessary to fully decompose such mixes. 
Synergistic, antagonistic, and no-interaction relationships exist within microbial 
communities (Wardle et al., 1997). Among these microbial interactions, synergistic 
relationships dominate during decomposition dynamics (Shi and Marschner, 2014).   
Several reviews exist that examine the dynamics of SOC and the influence of 
microbial communities (Paustian et al., 1997; Scow, 1997; Six et al., 2006). Studies have 
outlined soil bacterial and fungal growth efficiency in both laboratory cultures and with a 
mixed population in a non-sterile soil, however, few have reviewed sterile soil inoculated 
with a single organism (Six et al., 2006). For example, Elliot (1986) found that CO2 
evolution corresponds with bacterial biomass only when substrate was abundant and that 
N stress significantly impacted cell respiration but not the efficiency of C assimilated into 
MBC. Others have found that MGE can be underestimated if based on changes in MBC 
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due to substrate addition (Frey et al., 2001). Our study reviews the respiration-to-biomass 
ratio in three bacilli. Bacilli were treated to three different pH environments in a non-
amended, Ca(OH)2-amended, and Al2(SO4)3-amended Webster soil. We measured 
microbial biomass carbon (MBC) and CO2 evolution during a 35-day incubation period.  
Due to a stressed environment and the high C:N ratio in our corn residue, we expect a 
greater level of C to be partitioned for cell maintenance as CO2 rather than C assimilated 
into MBC.  
Materials and Methods 
Soil characteristics 
 One surface soil (0-15 cm) was used in this experiment. Webster, cultivated 
(Table 1), was located at N42° 01.356 W093°46.399 on the Agricultural Engineering and 
Agronomy Farm in Boone County, Iowa . Webster is fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, 
mesic Typic Endoaquoll. Webster is a poorly-drained soil. The soil was collected in 
October of 2013 and stored field-moist in a plastic-bag lined garbage can between time of 
collection and use. The soil was passed through a sieve (4 mm) in the field prior to initial 
characterization. Some of the physical and chemical properties of this soil are noted in 
Table 4.1. 
Table 4.1. Characteristics of Webster soil used in evaluation of microbial growth efficiency of three 
bacilli. 
             
 
Soil†  P‡  K‡  pH‡  Total C‡                 Total N‡ 
            
                    ----mg kg -1 ----         ------------------%---------------- 
Webster  29  155  6.5   3.014    0.7961 
             
† Webster is a fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Endoaquoll. 
‡ P and K was determined by Mehlich 3 extraction; pH by 1:1, soil to water; total C by dry combustion; 
total N by Griess-Ilosvay cadmium reduction method. 
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Soil moisture characteristic curve 
 
  A soil moisture characteristic curve was obtained for Webster soil in order to 
determine the relationship between the gravimetric water content and water potential 
(Fig. 4.1) by using a tension table and pressure plates (Gardner, 1986). A pressure plate 
was used to measure the water content (g/g soil). Tensions of 10, 25, 35, 50, 35, 25, and 
10 cm water were applied in this order for 24-hr each. Soil samples were allowed to reach 
equilibrium and then weighed to calculate gravimetric water content. The chamber was 
depressurized after reaching equilibrium at each pressure, and soil samples were removed 
and weighed to calculate the mass of water. One moisture potential level (-33 kPa) was 
applied as a moisture treatment. The average water content of the pressure plate 
measurements were 0.3178 g/g at -33 kPa. The gravimetric moisture content as collected 
and stored was determined to be 0.2438 g/g of Webster soil.  To bring soil moisture to 
field capacity (-33 kPa), 5 mL of sterilized tap water was used per 100 g of Webster soil 
with an additional 1 mL of sterile tap water accounted for in the inoculant carrier.  
 
 
Figure 4.1. Soil moisture characteristic curve of Webster soil used in evaluation of microbial growth 
efficiency in three bacilli. 
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 To determine the amount in mg of Ca(OH)2 and Al2(SO4)3 to add to our 
treatments, a range of each amendment was added to calculate the specific quantities 
needed to add per 100 g dry-weight of Webster soil. Measurements were taken before 
and after sterilization to determine whether the sterilization procedure would have an 
effect on the pH of the soil (Appendix B.1 - B.2). Sterilization of the soil amended with 
Ca(OH)2 resulted in a lower pH (Appendix B.2). Sterilization did not have an effect on 
the pH of soil amended with Al2(SO4)3. Ca(OH)2 was added to soil at rates of 100, 300, 
and 600 mg per 100 g soil. Al2(SO4)3 was added at rates of 200, 500, 800 mg per 100 g 
soil. A line fit to the data was used to determine the amount of Ca(OH)2 to add per 100g 
of soil. We applied 250 mg Ca(OH)2 and 500 mg Al2(SO4)3 to our treatments to achieve 
7.5 and 5.5 pH, respectively. One possible explanation for a lower pH in the sterilized 
Ca(OH)2  amended soil could be due to the degassing of CO2 resulting in the Keq shifting 
to the reactant side in the following chemical reaction: 
CaCO3 + H2O ⇄ Ca(OH)2  + CO2 
Characteristics of corn residue 
 
One plant residue was used in this experiment. Corn residue (stalks and leaves) 
were harvested in October of 2013 at the Ag Engineering and Agronomy Farm in Boone 
County, Iowa. The corn residue was harvested from a field that had been in a corn-
soybean rotation since 1995. The corn residue was dehydrated for a total of 96 hr in a 
forced-air dryer at 60°C. After the corn residue was dried, it was ground through a 
Wiley® mill until the corn residue was able to pass through a 1-mm sieve.  The corn 
residue was stored in an air-tight bucket after being ground and before use. Select 
characteristics of dried, ground corn residue are noted in Table 4.2.  
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Table 4.2. Characteristics of corn residue used in evaluation of microbial growth efficiency of three 
bacilli.  
             
Residue  P†               K†                Ca†                Mg†                S† Total C‡            Total N‡  
            
     -------------------------- mg kg -1--------------------------    ------------%-----------  
Corn        721    7070          5018   3072           1608  44.14             0.5910 
             
†P, K, Ca, and Mg were determined by dissolving a representative sample in concentrated nitric acid and 
hydrochloric acid, heating in a microwave unit, centrifuging, filtering, and analyzing filtrate via optical 
atomic spectroscopy; S determined by Tliat dry-ashing.  
‡Total C was determined by dry combustion; total N was determined by Kjedahl method. 
 
Isolation, enumeration, and identification of three bacilli  
 
 An initial stock dilution of soil was suspended in sterile tap water at a ratio of 10 
g per 90 mL soil to water, respectively. The stock dilution was then serially diluted to  
10-9 and 1 mL of each dilution was pour-plated in petri dishes containing 10% Tryptic 
Soy Agar (TSA) medium. The plated TSA medium was allowed to incubate until 
bacterial colonies appeared. Individual colonies were then selected at random and streak-
plated on 10% TSA medium. This purification procedure continued until pure bacterial 
colonies were isolated. Three bacterial colonies were selected based on distinct 
differences in colony morphology and cultured in nutrient broth for non-fastidious 
organisms. An inoculating loop with a singular colony was transferred to 10 mL of 
nutrient broth placed in sterile centrifuge tubes and allowed to incubate on a reciprocal 
shaker for 72 hr. Centrifuge tubes were spun at a relative centrifugal force of 3000 x g for 
10 minutes. The supernatant was poured off and the bacterial pellet was re-suspended in 
10 mL of sterile tap water and shaken on a reciprocal shaker for 10 minutes; this 
suspension was then transferred to a vessel containing 100 mL sterile tap water and glass 
beads; this 110 mL of bacterial suspension served as our 10-1 stock solution. Prior to 
serially diluting, the stock solution was placed on a reciprocal shaker to homogenize the 
dispersal of the bacteria in suspension. Colony forming units (CFU) were determined at 
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each dilution, CFU is a measure of viable cells in the stock dilution. Using the number of 
colonies from plates with a viable cell count between 25 to 250, the following equation 
was used to determine the original samples viable cell number: 
Dilution
1
 factor Dilution 
mLin   volumePlated
factor)dilution colonies)( of (#
mL
cfu
=
=
 
Four replications were used per dilution; number of colonies in the replicates were 
averaged and the following CFU/mL was added to the appropriate treatments. 
Bacillus pasteurii: 1.32 x 108 
Bacillus circulans: 1.13 x 108 
  Bacillus sphaericus: 1.56 x 108 
 
 
Biochemical screening was performed to determine the genus and species of our isolated 
organisms.  
On each sampling day throughout the experiment (3, 7, 14, 21, 35), the soil 
remaining after allocating soil for fumigated, non-fumigated, pH, and soil moisture 
measurements, was suspended in sterile water and 1 mL of this suspension was plated 
onto 10% TSA media to check for contamination. Throughout the 35-day incubation 
period five out of 180 samples were contaminated with other bacteria and fungi: samples 
16, 42, 83, 133, and 140. These five samples were visually contaminated with fungi 
within the mesocosm and were not plated (Fig. 4.2); all plated suspensions were 
contaminant free (Fig. 4.3, 4.4, 4.5).  
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Figure 4.2. Topside view of mesocosm 16 demonstrating contamination by fungi observed at 1x 
magnification during a 35-day evaluation of microbial growth efficiency in three bacilli. 
 
Figure 4.3. Pure culture of Bacillus pasteurii after a 3-day incubation period on non-amended, 
Ca(OH2)-amended, and Al2(SO4)3 -amended Webster soil observed at 1x magnification. 
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Figure 4.4. Pure culture of Bacillus circulans after a 3-day incubation period on non-amended, 
Ca(OH2)-amended, and Al2(SO4)3 -amended Webster soil observed at 1x magnification. 
 
Figure 4.5. Pure culture of Bacillus sphaericus after a 3-day incubation period on non-amended, 
Ca(OH2)-amended, and Al2(SO4)3 -amended Webster soil observed at 1x magnification. 
Experimental design  
 
The experiment was designed to simulate a tillage-managed crop field after a corn 
harvest. A standard pint Mason jar (8.1x8.1x13.2 cm) was used as the mesocosm for this 
experiment (Fig. 3.2). Webster soil (100 g dry weight) was added to each jar and jars 
were amended with either 250 mg Ca(OH)2 or 500 mg Al2(SO4)3, to bring the soil pH 
from 6.5 to 7.5 and 5.5, respectively. After the soil was amended with the addition of 
either Ca(OH)2  or Al2(SO4)3 and well mixed, sterilized tap water was added to bring soil 
moisture to field capacity (-33 kPa) minus the carrier volume of the inoculant (1 mL).  
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The soil was allowed to incubate for 10 days at 25°C prior to beginning CO2 and 
microbial biomass measurements. After 10 days, 0.45 g of corn residue was added to the 
soil and the soil was mixed well, and then jars were sterilized in an autoclave at 121°C 
for 45 minutes. After sterilization, the jars were allowed to cool to room temperature (20-
25°C) and 1 mL of each inoculant was evenly distributed to the surface of the soil in 0.1 
mL increments to the appropriate treatments. Twenty-five mL of 1.024N NaOH was 
added to a 30-mL glass vial and placed inside of a Nalgene® cap inside of the mesocosm. 
The Nalgene® cap served to keep soil off of the 30-mL glass vial and to reduce the 
likelihood of contamination between NaOH transfers. Carbon dioxide respiration was 
measured during a 35-day incubation period on days 3, 7, 14, 21, and 35. NaOH served 
as an alkali trap that sequestered CO2 respired from each treatment as sodium carbonate 
(Na2CO3): 
CO2 + 2 NaOH → Na2CO3 + H2O 
 
The carbonates sequestered in the NaOH were precipitated out with 10 mL of 2N BaCl2 
and titrated against HCl of known normality. Phenolphthalein was used as a visual 
indicator to measure the end-point of the following chemical formula: 
Na2CO3 + BaCl2→ BaCO3↓ + 2NaCl 
 
The amount of CO2 evolved in mg CO2 per treatment was calculated by the following 
equation: 
 
mg CO2 = (m.e. base – m.e. acid) x mg CO2/m.e. 
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The percentage of C decomposed in corn residue over time per treatment was determined 
by the following equation:  
100*
.4417 0  * 0.45g
44
12
*CO mg Total 2












 
Where 44
12
is equal to the atomic weight of C in CO2, 0.45 g is the amount of residue 
added to the treatments, and 0.4417 is the percentage of C in the residue. NaOH was 
initially standardized with potassium hydrogen phthalate (KHP), a monopotassium salt of 
phtalic acid that has no waters of hydration and due to its high molecular weight was able 
to be used as a precise and accurate primary standard. NaOH was the secondary standard 
once standardized with KHP and was used to standardize the HCl solution. Prior to each 
titration event, HCl was used to standardize the NaOH solution to measure any change in 
normality. Ascarite was used as a CO2 scrubber.  
Table 4.3. Experimental treatments for evaluation of microbial growth efficiency of three bacilli. 
             
 
Treatment*    Inoculant                   pH 
             
  
       1 Bacillus pasteurii     6.5 
       2   Bacillus pasteurii     7.5 
       3 Bacillus pasteurii     5.5 
       4 Bacillus circulans     6.5 
       5 Bacillus circulans     7.5 
       6 Bacillus circulans     5.5 
       7 Bacillus sphaericus     6.5 
       8 Bacillus sphaericus     7.5 
       9  Bacillus sphaericus     5.5 
 
 *Four replicates per treatment. 
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Soluble organic C to measure microbial biomass was determined via the chloroform 
fumigation-extraction method (Jenkinson and Powlson, 1976). In this method, soluble 
organic C is measured on both the fumigated and non-fumigated soil extracts. The 
fumigated and non-fumigated soil was extracted with 0.5M K2SO4 at a ratio of 90 mL to 
60 g (volume of extractant to wet soil weight) and shaken on a reciprocal shaker at 180 
strokes per minute for 1 hr. After shaking, the soil suspension was filtered through 
Whatman no. 42 filter paper that was pre-leached with distilled water. The filtrate was 
collected in high-density polyethylene bottles and frozen until analysis. All samples were 
filtered three times to remove precipitates. A blank filtrate, with extractant alone, was 
used to determine background levels of C in both the filter paper and extractant 
(Appendix B.3). The difference between the C content in the fumigated and non-
fumigated samples ideally represents C due to biomass because the fumigation procedure 
should lyse cells and release biomass C; it is the soluble (K2SO4 –extractable) C that is 
increased by microbial cell lysis, relative to non-fumigated soil, and this increase is 
proportional to the original size of the biomass (Horwath and Paul, 1994). The 
ultraviolet-persulfate method of total organic carbon (TOC) analysis technique (Horwath 
and Paul, 1994) was executed by a Teledyne Technologies Incorporated Phoenix 8000 
UV-persulfate TOC analyzer. No correction factor was used due to the capability of the 
Phoenix 8000 to construct calibration curves that account for raw data output. Microbial 
biomass was calculated as follows:  
a) calculation of the raw data; fumigated (FUM) sample minus K2SO4 blank and   
likewise for non-fumigated (CON) 
FUM  = (FUM – BLANK) 
CON = (CON – BLANK) 
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b) calculation of water (g) in a 60 g sample from gravimetric water content 
SOILWT = 60 g / (1+(%MOISTURE/100)) 
WATER = 60 g - SOILWT 
c) calculation of the total dissolved organic carbon (DOC) in the fumigated and control 
soils. Fumigated total carbon (FTC1) is based on data calculated for fumigated 
(FUM) in part (a) and the soil water (WATER) plus 90 mL K2SO4 and likewise for 
CTC 1 (non-fumigated total carbon) 
FTC1 = FUM * (WATER + 90) with the units of µg C 
CTC1 = CON * (WATER + 90) with the units of µg C 
d) calculation of mean total for four replicates per treatment in the fumigated and control 
samples 
FTC = (FTC1 + FTC2 + FTC3 + FTC4)/4 and CTC = (CTC1 + CTC2 + CTC3 + CTC4)/4 
e) calculation of the biomass C 
BIOMASS = (FTC-CTC)/0.33/SOILWT 
The correction factor of 0.33 (KEC) converts total C to microbial biomass C and takes into 
account the efficiency of cellular C release in fumigation and extraction of soluble C 
from soil (Jenkinson and Powlson, 1976; T. Moorman, personal communication, 2015; 
Parkinson and Paul, 1982; Sparling and West, 1988; Vance et al., 1987; Voroney et al., 
1991).  
Results and Discussion 
We measured MBC and CO2 evolution of three bacilli during a 35-day incubation 
period in a sterile Webster soil at pH 5.5, 6.5, and 7.5. We observed differences in 
measured MBC and RCO2 of the bacilli between days 3, 7, 14, 21, and 35. Microbial 
biomass C was significantly greater on day 21 (Fig. 4.7). The lowest and greatest MBC 
values were measured at pH 5.5 and 7.5, respectively. A similar pattern was observed in 
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RCO2 (Fig. 4.6); the greatest levels of RCO2 were measured on days 3 and 7; days 3 and 
7 were not different while RCO2 measured on days 14, 21, and 35 were significantly 
lower. We observed that lower MBC values resulted in greater levels of RCO2, especially 
on day 21 (Fig. 4.6). Our bacilli may have exhibited a prolonged acclimation phase to 
adjust to the stressed environment of our treatments; this suggests that a greater level of C 
is partitioned for cell maintenance rather than biomass. However, MBC was not a 
significant predictor of RCO2 (Appendix B.16). Negative values were measured for MBC 
and we were not able to determine the ratio of RCO2 per unit MBC produced. 
Soil microbial biomass carbon  
The relationship between treatment as an independent variable and microbial 
biomass carbon (MBC) as a dependent variable was linear with an R2 value of 0.702 
(Appendix B.4). Day 21 was statistically different than all other days (Fig. 4.7). 
However, significant differences were only observed on day 21 between treatments 2 - 6, 
4 - 6, and 6 - 8 (Appendix B.7). Bacillus circulans at pH 5.5 had significantly less MBC 
than B. pasteurii and B.sphaericus at pH 7.5.  B. circulans at pH 5.5 and B. pasteurii at 
pH 7.5 had the least and greatest MBC, respectively (Table 4.3). Microbial biomass C 
was significantly less at pH 5.5 compared to MBC measured at pH 6.5 on days 7 and 14.  
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Figure 4.6. Rate of CO2 evolution (mg) and microbial biomass C (µg) by treatment and day. 
 
 
Figure 4.7. Relationship between microbial biomass C (µg) and day during a 35-day evaluation of 
microbial growth efficiency of three bacilli. 
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Table 4.4. Average microbial biomass carbon (µg) by treatment measured during a 35-day 
incubation for evaluation of microbial growth efficiency in three bacilli. 
 
Treatment Mean 
Lower 
95% 
Upper 
95% 
1 127.99 -182 437.97 
2 358.01 73.6 642.46 
3 67.89 -209.4 345.14 
4 232.1 -52.3 516.56 
5 306.78 22.3 591.23 
6 -23.03 -300.3 254.22 
7 330.3 53 607.55 
8 262.26 -38.5 562.98 
9 67.03 -217.4 351.48 
 
Carbon dioxide evolution 
The relationship between treatment as an independent variable and RCO2 as a 
dependent variable was linear with an R2 value of 0.923 (Fig. 4.8). The model in Figure 
4.8 was constructed by the data displayed in Figure 4.6. On all days we measured a 
statistical difference on RCO2 between treatments. Although we measured an inverse 
trend (i.e., increased RCO2 at lower MBC values), predicting RCO2 as a function of MBC 
and treatment with our statistical model did not explain variability in the data (Appendix 
B.16.). Similarly, attempting to predict MBC as a function of RCO2 and treatment, we 
found that only 10.59% of the variability could be explained by our statistical model. 
These results suggest that other factors in addition to MBC influence the RCO2. At pH 
7.5, Bacillus pasteurii was significantly different than B. circulans on all days excluding 
day 3 (Table 4.5). On all days excluding day 21, B. pasteurii had the greatest RCO2 at pH 
7.5. However, on day 21 RCO2 was not significantly different between B. pasteurii and B. 
sphaericus at pH 7.5. Rate of CO2 evolution by B. pasteurii at pH 5.5 was also 
significantly different than B. sphaericus on day 21 and B. circulans on day 35. At pH 6.5 
we observed no differences in RCO2 between bacilli.  
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Figure 4.8. Analysis of CO2 evolution rate (mg) as affected by treatment observed in evaluation of 
microbial growth efficiency of three bacilli (generated by JMP statistical software Appendix B.10).   
Table 4.5. Comparison of day least squares mean (LS mean) of CO2 evolution (mg) by three bacilli in 
Ca(OH)2-amended Webster soil during a 35-day evaluation of microbial growth efficiency. 
Day Bacilli 
    
LS 
Mean 
7 B. pasteurii A*   2.40 
  B. sphaericus A B 2.36 
  B. circulans   B 2.21 
        
 14 B. pasteurii A   2.10 
  B. sphaericus A   2.10 
  B. circulans   B 1.94 
        
 21 B. sphaericus A   1.99 
  B. pasteurii A   1.97 
  B. circulans   B 1.82 
        
 35 B. pasteurii A   1.66 
  B. sphaericus A B 1.46 
  B. circulans   B 1.29 
*Levels not connected by the same letter are significantly different 
 (p-value < 0.05). 
 
Negative microbial biomass C values 
Our study demonstrated that the MBC values derived from the CFE method had a 
very weak correlation with treatments; this observation has been made previously by 
Wang et al. (2003). These results suggest that other factors in addition to MBC influence 
the RCO2. Interestingly, RCO2 was significantly different on all days and MBC was only 
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different on day 21. One theory to account for negative MBC values, primarily on days 3, 
7, 14, and 35, could be due to bacilli utilizing C in the soil but not assimilating the C into 
MBC. Rather than assimilating C into MBC, bacilli respired C as CO2 for cell 
maintenance due to an unfavorable environment.  
The Webster soil is a silty clay loam and clays may influence the turnover of 
organic substrates in the short term (Saggar et al., 1999), and clays have also been found 
to protect organic matter against microbial decomposition (Müller and Höper, 2004). 
Salonius (1967) conducted an experiment comparing the effect on a Lincoln clay changed 
by sterilization method. Salonius observed better growth of pure cultures that were grown 
in irradiated soil compared with cultures grown in autoclaved soil. Others have also 
found that autoclaved soil inhibits both plant and microbial growth (Peterson, 1962). 
Salonius demonstrated that steam autoclaving resulted in a significant increase of 
ammonium (NH4-N) and soluble organic matter. Our control CFE samples were extracted 
immediately on each sampling day while the fumigated samples were processed 12-hr 
later. This was due to the sampling processing time. We believe that perhaps this 12-hr 
period was enough time for bacilli to utilize any soluble C for cell maintenance and 
respire any soluble C as CO2. It is also possible that the CFE procedure did not produce 
significant cell lysis and what we measured was the difference in mineralized C and not 
MBC; this would increase the time between extracting the control sample and analyzing 
the fumigated sample to 36 hr. However, this is not likely considering we measured 
primarily positive values on day 21. The fact that we measured some positive values and 
some negative values on days 3, 7, and 14 would suggest that some bacilli were able to 
produce MBC while others maintained MBC via endospores. It seems that endospores 
are not rendered extractable by the CFE procedure.  
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Our high C:N ratio in the corn residue potentially resulted in an inability to 
mineralize the C in the residue due to the immobilization of N. When the nutrients 
rendered available by autoclaving were no longer available, perhaps a portion of the 
bacilli population in each treatment began to produce endospores. The active bacilli not 
in endospore form (dormant) during days 3, 7, and 14 perhaps had an acclimation phase 
that may have been necessary to produce the enzymes needed for decomposition. It is 
possible that during the 7-day period between days 14 and 21 enzymes produced by non-
dormant bacilli were abundant enough to produce favorable conditions that allowed 
dormant bacilli to return to a non-dormant state. This supports why we measured 
primarily positive values on day 21 (Fig. 4.7). On day 35, we measured similar values in 
MBC than days 3, 7, and 14. The two-week period between days 21 and 35 perhaps was a 
sufficient time to decompose the labile C from corn residue. If the labile C in the corn 
residue was decomposed during this two-week period, it supports the idea that there was 
a lack of nutrients in the soil environment. Although we were unable to statistically 
justify a relationship between MBC and RCO2, a relationship is evident. We observed the 
greatest levels of CO2 during periods when MBC was at its lowest (as MBC increased 
RCO2 decreased). This relationship can be visually observed in Figure 4.6. This suggests 
that cell maintenance produces a greater level of CO2 than MBC production and this is 
logical if considering that cell maintenance is utilizing C and converting C to CO2 and 
MBC assimilates C in lieu of respiring C as CO2.  
The trend that is most consistent is the significantly higher RCO2  of B. pasteurii 
compared with the other bacilli at pH 7.5. Bacillus pasteurii is able to precipitate calcium 
carbonate in the presence of any carbonate source (Chidara et al., 2014). Perhaps an 
interaction exists between the ability of B. pasteurii to precipitate calcium carbonate and 
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the greater levels of measured RCO2 in the Ca(OH)2-amended Webster soil. Bacillus 
pasteurii had the greatest level of cumulative CO2 produced throughout the 35-day period 
and the greatest amount of MBC at pH 7.5 (Table 4.4). Excluding the Ca(OH)2-amended 
Webster soil treatments, significant differences in RCO2 do not follow any particular 
trend. Overall, pH’s 5.5 and 6.5 were not significantly different in measured RCO2. 
Perhaps the pH range of our treatments were not sufficiently different to stress our bacilli. 
Therefore, the lack of significance between the non-amended and Al2(SO4)3-amended 
soil were perhaps due to the natural variability in RCO2 as the bacilli were able to 
function similarly in both conditions. 
Exclusion of data points 
The ratio between rate of mg CO2 evolved per unit of microbial biomass (MGE) 
produced was not analyzed due to negative values measured in the chloroform-
fumigation data. However, days 21 and 35 had primarily positive values and we found no 
significant difference between treatments on MGE. The MGE data have not been 
included in our interpretation of the results as some data-points were excluded. Fungi 
contaminated several samples: 16, 42, 83, 133, and 140. Several other data points were 
excluded for jars that were epoxied due to hairline fractures acquired in the glass during 
autoclaving; these treatment numbers include 7, 10, 120, 121. Another data point, 14, was 
excluded for having greater than 40% moisture in the mesocosm (due to glass fracture 
during autoclaving). A total of 10 data points were taken out of a sample size of 180.  
Conclusions 
We measured a significant effect on RCO2 between three bacilli subjected to non-
amended, Ca(OH)2-amended, and Al2(SO4)3-amended Webster soil. This study indicates 
that although there is a relationship between MBC and RCO2 there is no evidence to 
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suggest that MBC can be a valid predictor of RCO2. We observed a strong relationship 
between RCO2 and treatment by day with an R2 value of 0.923. Overall, rate of CO2 
evolution and total MBC produced was greatest and least at pH’s 7.5 and 5.5, 
respectively. When comparing RCO2, B. pasteurii was significantly different than B. 
circulans on all days excluding day 3. We believe that we observed a prolonged 
acclimation phase necessary to produce the enzymes that were required to decompose a 
high C:N corn residue. We observed positive and negative MBC values on all days 
during our 35-day evaluation of MGE. With the exception of day 21, MBC was not 
different by treatment and day. It is possible that the bacilli formed endospores and rather 
than mineralize C from the soil volume or the corn residue, C was respired as CO2. Due 
to the extraordinary resistance properties of endospores to antimicrobial treatments we 
believe that the C in endospores was not made soluble by the CFE method.  
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION 
 
Conclusions 
 We conducted two studies analyzing the plant-decomposition process by soil 
microorganisms. Microbial inoculants have been demonstrated to facilitate plant growth 
in agricultural settings. In our analysis of Requate® decomposition agent, we examined 
the ability of the Requate® inoculant to enhance the rate of plant-residue breakdown. We 
found no significant differences in plant decomposition when comparing treatments with 
and without Requate®. Interestingly, with the exception of day 3, we found no significant 
difference between our control treatment (soil) and the treatment containing soil and the 
Requate® product (soilp). Terrestrial ecosystems are a key component in the global C 
cycle. We also analyzed microbial biomass C (MBC) and rate of CO2 evolution (RCO2) 
to determine the microbial growth efficiency (MGE) of three bacilli in a stressed 
environment. In our study, we found that MBC is a weak predictor of RCO2. With the 
exception of day 21, we did not measure a significant difference in MBC by treatment. 
Overall RCO2 was greatest on day 3, and declined on each subsequent day. We observed 
greater levels of C respired as CO2 rather than assimilated into MBC on days 3, 7, 14, and 
35. However, our data provided weak evidence that stressed cells required more 
metabolized C for cell maintenance but differences existed among the three isolates 
tested and an overall conclusion could not be made.   
Future Direction 
We utilized a KEC value of 0.33 in our study. The proportion of the measured 
microbial biomass C relates to the original size of the biomass by the KEC value. The KEC 
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value is subjective in the context of our study as we do not have an original soil biomass 
to compare against as we inoculated a known amount of organisms. In theory, our KEC 
value should be placed at 1.00 as we are representing the true biomass of our soil sample. 
However, calculations were made utilizing a KEC value of 0.33 and as KEC is a 
proportionality constant it does not affect our statistical results. 
We did not measure whether steam autoclaving had an effect on the soluble C 
content of the Webster soil. It could prove useful to determine the level of soluble C 
rendered extractable by autoclaving as a stronger baseline for future studies. Further, 
utilizing soils with different clay contents may provide insight. Whether the CFE method 
had an impact on soluble C derived from corn residue is unknown. We did not measure 
extractable C from autoclaved and non-autoclaved corn residue. An interesting study 
would be to test the effects of steam autoclaving to determine whether the release of 
soluble C can be measured between plant residues with different C:N ratios and whether 
soluble C is released during autoclaving from plant residue.  
It was assumed that the bacteria we isolated on 10% Tryptic Soy Agar could 
utilize cellulose as a substrate. After biochemical screening, we determined that B. 
sphaericus was not able to utilize cellulose. B. sphaericus is unable to metabolize 
carbohydrates and lacks the specific enzymes and sugar transport systems to breakdown 
polysaccharides (Hu et al., 2008). Similarly, it seems that B. circulans is able to produce 
the enzymes necessary for starch hydrolysis but it is unknown whether B. circulans 
produced cellulases. In a follow up study, we pour-plated the three bacilli on Dubose 
medium (Loynachan, 2013), a medium selective for cellulose-degrading enzymes. We 
found that B. sphaericus did not produce colonies. Bacillus pasteurii and B. circulans 
grew on Dubose medium but required a longer incubation time compared to growth on 
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10% Tryptic Soy Agar (we simply observed when colonies appeared). Our qualitative 
observation that B. pasteurii and B. circulans required a greater length of incubation time 
in the Dubose medium is our only indication that B. pasteurii and B. circulans utilize 
other substrates.  
Our initial intent with this study was to observe the respiration-to-biomass ratio in 
stressed microorganisms. Isolation on general media may not have been the ideal 
approach. Isolating cellulose-degrading microorganisms based on hydrolytic capacity 
could be an improved method. In addition to utilizing medium selective for cellulose 
degraders, isolating microorganisms based on pH preferences could have also been 
preferable; for example, isolating cellulose-degrading microorganisms at a pH of 5.5 and 
subjecting the isolated microorganisms to a pH of 7.5. Utilizing endospore-forming 
bacteria may have impacted our results. It is not likely that the CFE method is able to 
extract the C in endospores. A future study could test the viability of endospores to 
chloroform.  
During autoclaving several of the glass Mason jars were fractured during the rapid 
temperature shift from room temperature (20 - 25°C) to the autoclave temperature of 
121°C. In retrospect, placing the jars in water should have solved this issue. We placed a 
two-part epoxy glue on the outside of the fracture to prevent contamination or CO2 from 
escaping or entering the jar. Jars that were treated in this manner were labeled. During 
statistical analysis, we treated jars that had been glued as potential contaminated samples 
and those that proved to be outliers were excluded. The jars that were excluded due to 
this application are treatment numbers 7, 10, 120, and 121.  
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APPENDIX A.2. ANALYSIS OF MG CO2 RATE DURING A 21-DAY EVALUATION 
OF REQUATE® DECOMPOSITION AGENT (ALL DAYS). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.987535 
RSquare Adj 0.985125 
Root Mean Square Error 0.149816 
Mean of Response 1.744268 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 180 
 
Fixed Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF DFDen F Ratio Prob > F  
TREATMENT 5 5 30 1142.464 <.0001  
DAY 4 4 120 457.8102 <.0001  
DAY*TREATMENT 20 20 120 10.2384 <.0001  
DAY*TREATMENT 
LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD 
α= 0.050 
Level              Least Sq Mean 
3,soilr A             3.442410 
3,soilrp A B            3.434636 
3,soilrsp A B            3.420972 
6,soilrsp A B C           3.152942 
6,soilrp A B C           3.150052 
6,soilr  B C D          3.095032 
11,soilr   C D          2.859114 
11,soilrsp    D          2.767236 
11,soilrp    D          2.760708 
3,soil     E         2.393548 
16,soilr     E         2.354680 
21,soilr     E         2.285309 
16,soilrsp     E         2.277805 
21,soilrsp     E         2.272400 
16,soilrp     E         2.272200 
21,soilrp     E         2.266987 
3,soilp      F        1.420616 
6,soilp       G       1.044881 
6,soil       G H      0.964096 
3,b       G H      0.892284 
6,b       G H      0.796718 
11,soil       G H I     0.701673 
11,soilp        H I J    0.618877 
16,soil         I J K   0.427436 
21,soil         I J K   0.407271 
11,b         I J K L  0.367702 
16,soilp          J K L  0.294945 
21,soilp           K L  0.269086 
21,b            L M 0.038781 
16,b             M  -0.122370 
Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different.  
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APPENDIX A.3. ANALYSIS OF MG CO2 RATE DURING A 21-DAY EVALUATION 
OF REQUATE® DECOMPOSITION AGENT (DAY 3). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.974061 
RSquare Adj 0.969738 
Root Mean Square Error 0.184204 
Mean of Response 2.500744 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 36 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 5 38.226122 7.64522 225.3150 
Error 30 1.017938 0.03393 Prob > F 
C. Total 35 39.244060  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TREATMENT 5 5 38.226122 225.3150 <.0001  
 
TREATMENT 
Least Squares Means Table 
Level Least Sq 
Mean 
 Std Error Mean 
b 0.8922837  0.07520114 0.89228 
soil 2.3935475  0.07520114 2.39355 
soilp 1.4206162  0.07520114 1.42062 
soilr 3.4424102  0.07520114 3.44241 
soilrp 3.4346357  0.07520114 3.43464 
soilrsp 3.4209721  0.07520114 3.42097 
 
LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD 
α= 0.050    Q= 3.0416 
Level       Least Sq 
Mean 
soilr A      3.4424102 
soilrp A      3.4346357 
soilrsp A      3.4209721 
soil  B     2.3935475 
soilp   C    1.4206162 
b    D   0.8922837 
Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different. 
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APPENDIX A.4. ANALYSIS OF MG CO2 RATE DURING A 21-DAY EVALUATION 
OF REQUATE® DECOMPOSITION AGENT (DAY 6). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.991125 
RSquare Adj 0.989645 
Root Mean Square Error 0.114164 
Mean of Response 2.033954 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 36 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 5 43.663839 8.73277 670.0331 
Error 30 0.391000 0.01303 Prob > F 
C. Total 35 44.054840  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TREATMENT 5 5 43.663839 670.0331 <.0001  
TREATMENT 
Least Squares Means Table 
Level Least Sq 
Mean 
 Std Error Mean 
b 0.7967183  0.04660711 0.79672 
soil 0.9640964  0.04660711 0.96410 
soilp 1.0448811  0.04660711 1.04488 
soilr 3.0950323  0.04660711 3.09503 
soilrp 3.1500515  0.04660711 3.15005 
soilrsp 3.1529416  0.04660711 3.15294 
 
LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD 
α= 0.050    Q= 3.0416 
Level       Least Sq 
Mean 
soilrsp A      3.1529416 
soilrp A      3.1500515 
soilr A      3.0950323 
soilp  B     1.0448811 
soil  B C    0.9640964 
b   C    0.7967183 
Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different. 
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APPENDIX A.5. ANALYSIS OF MG CO2 RATE DURING A 21-DAY EVALUATION 
OF REQUATE® DECOMPOSITION AGENT (DAY 11). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.992014 
RSquare Adj 0.990684 
Root Mean Square Error 0.110218 
Mean of Response 1.679218 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 36 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 5 45.273289 9.05466 745.3554 
Error 30 0.364443 0.01215 Prob > F 
C. Total 35 45.637732  <.0001 
 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TREATMENT 5 5 45.273289 745.3554 <.0001  
 
TREATMENT 
Least Squares Means Table 
Level Least Sq 
Mean 
 Std Error Mean 
b 0.3677020  0.04499650 0.36770 
soil 0.7016732  0.04499650 0.70167 
soilp 0.6188769  0.04499650 0.61888 
soilr 2.8591136  0.04499650 2.85911 
soilrp 2.7607082  0.04499650 2.76071 
soilrsp 2.7672355  0.04499650 2.76724 
 
LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD 
α= 0.050    Q= 3.0416 
Level       Least Sq 
Mean 
soilr A      2.8591136 
soilrsp A      2.7672355 
soilrp A      2.7607082 
soil  B     0.7016732 
soilp  B     0.6188769 
b   C    0.3677020 
Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different. 
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APPENDIX A.6. ANALYSIS OF MG CO2 RATE DURING A 21-DAY EVALUATION 
OF REQUATE® DECOMPOSITION AGENT (DAY 16). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.969325 
RSquare Adj 0.964212 
Root Mean Square Error 0.207361 
Mean of Response 1.250783 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 36 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 5 40.762371 8.15247 189.5980 
Error 30 1.289962 0.04300 Prob > F 
C. Total 35 42.052334  <.0001 
 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TREATMENT 5 5 40.762371 189.5980 <.0001  
 
TREATMENT 
Least Squares Means Table 
Level Least Sq 
Mean 
 Std Error Mean 
b  -0.122370  0.08465493  -0.1224 
soil 0.427436  0.08465493 0.4274 
soilp 0.294945  0.08465493 0.2949 
soilr 2.354680  0.08465493 2.3547 
soilrp 2.272200  0.08465493 2.2722 
soilrsp 2.277805  0.08465493 2.2778 
 
LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD 
α= 0.050    Q= 3.0416 
Level       Least Sq 
Mean 
soilr A      2.354680 
soilrsp A      2.277805 
soilrp A      2.272200 
soil  B     0.427436 
soilp  B     0.294945 
b   C     -0.122370 
Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different. 
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APPENDIX A.7. ANALYSIS OF MG CO2 RATE DURING A 21-DAY EVALUATION 
OF REQUATE® DECOMPOSITION AGENT (DAY 21). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.982149 
RSquare Adj 0.979173 
Root Mean Square Error 0.15122 
Mean of Response 1.256639 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 36 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 5 37.743595 7.54872 330.1072 
Error 30 0.686024 0.02287 Prob > F 
C. Total 35 38.429619  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TREATMENT 5 5 37.743595 330.1072 <.0001  
TREATMENT 
Least Squares Means Table 
Level Least Sq 
Mean 
 Std Error Mean 
b 0.0387813  0.06173529 0.03878 
soil 0.4072711  0.06173529 0.40727 
soilp 0.2690864  0.06173529 0.26909 
soilr 2.2853092  0.06173529 2.28531 
soilrp 2.2669871  0.06173529 2.26699 
soilrsp 2.2723999  0.06173529 2.27240 
 
LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD 
α= 0.050    Q= 3.0416 
Level       Least Sq 
Mean 
soilr A      2.2853092 
soilrsp A      2.2723999 
soilrp A      2.2669871 
soil  B     0.4072711 
soilp  B C    0.2690864 
b   C    0.0387813 
Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different. 
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APPENDIX B 
 
MICROBIAL CELL CARBON PARTITIONING 
 
 
APPENDIX B.1. ANALYSIS OF PH IN NON-AUTOCLAVED AND AUTOCLAVED 
WEBSTER SOIL TREATED WITH AL2(SO4)3. 
 
 
 
Quantiles 
Level Minimum 10% 25% Median 75% 90% Maximum 
NON-STERILE 4.4 4.403 4.47 4.77 5.31 5.341 5.35 
STERILE 4.35 4.353 4.4225 4.72 5.3425 5.378 5.39 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio Prob > F 
TRT ID 1 0.0018375 0.001838 0.0116 0.9152 
Error 22 3.4857583 0.158444   
C. Total 23 3.4875958    
 
Means for Oneway Anova 
Level Number Mean Std Error Lower 95% Upper 95% 
NON-STERILE 12 4.84333 0.11491 4.6050 5.0816 
STERILE 12 4.82583 0.11491 4.5875 5.0641 
Std Error uses a pooled estimate of error variance 
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APPENDIX B.2. ANALYSIS OF PH IN NON-AUTOCLAVED AND AUTOCLAVED 
WEBSTER SOIL TREATED WITH CA(OH)2. 
 
 
 
Quantiles 
Level Minimum 10% 25% Median 75% 90% Maximum 
NON-STERILE 7.23 7.233 7.2625 8.18 9.165 9.197 9.2 
STERILE 6.94 6.943 6.9625 7.785 8.58 8.597 8.6 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio Prob > F 
TRT ID 1 1.092267 1.09227 1.8819 0.1840 
Error 22 12.769267 0.58042   
C. Total 23 13.861533    
 
Means for Oneway Anova 
Level Number Mean Std Error Lower 95% Upper 95% 
NON-STERILE 12 8.20167 0.21993 7.7456 8.6578 
STERILE 12 7.77500 0.21993 7.3189 8.2311 
Std Error uses a pooled estimate of error variance 
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APPENDIX B.3. ANALYSIS OF SOLUBLE C IN NON-FUMIGATED WEBSTER 
SOIL (CONTROL) AS AFFECTED BY PH AMENDMENT. 
 
 
Quantiles 
Level Minimum 10% 25% Median 75% 90% Maximum 
A 140.0903 164.645 178.1045 189.6694 201.0246 218.9992 255.0905 
B 156.444 163.7293 196.9283 209.6789 222.6942 234.1161 284.9638 
C 134.1989 169.3261 187.026 199.9935 215.142 253.056 352.1601 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio Prob > F 
TRT 
GRP 
2 15420.69 7710.35 7.5190 0.0007 
Error 201 206114.76 1025.45   
C. Total 203 221535.45    
 
Means for Oneway Anova 
Level Number Mean Std Error Lower 95% Upper 95% 
A 67 189.675 3.9122 181.96 197.39 
B 66 207.283 3.9417 199.51 215.06 
C 71 208.922 3.8004 201.43 216.42 
 Std Error uses a pooled estimate of error variance 
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APPENDIX B.4. ANALYSIS OF MICROBIAL BIOMASS CARBON BY 
TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (ALL 
DAYS). 
 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.70231 
RSquare Adj 0.596678 
Root Mean Square Error 397.8532 
Mean of Response 191.2651 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 169 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 44 46305460 1052397 6.6487 
Error 124 19627611 158287 Prob > F 
C. Total 168 65933071  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of Squares F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 3185899 2.5159 0.0144  
DAY 4 4 34659729 54.7418 <.0001  
DAY*TRT ID 32 32 9459483 1.8675 0.0081  
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APPENDIX B.5. ANALYSIS OF MICROBIAL BIOMASS CARBON BY 
TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (DAY 3). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.085531 
RSquare Adj  -0.19584 
Root Mean Square Error 294.4931 
Mean of Response 20.93453 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 35 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 8 210900.6 26362.6 0.3040 
Error 26 2254881.3 86726.2 Prob > F 
C. Total 34 2465781.9  0.9577 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 210900.62 0.3040 0.9577  
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APPENDIX B.6. ANALYSIS OF MICROBIAL BIOMASS CARBON BY 
TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (DAY 7). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.365959 
RSquare Adj 0.154612 
Root Mean Square Error 263.1199 
Mean of Response  -144.311 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 33 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 8 959034.4 119879 1.7316 
Error 24 1661570.2 69232 Prob > F 
C. Total 32 2620604.6  0.1422 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 959034.37 1.7316 0.1422  
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APPENDIX B.7. ANALYSIS OF MICROBIAL BIOMASS CARBON BY 
TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (DAY 14). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.3042 
RSquare Adj 0.072266 
Root Mean Square Error 450.8541 
Mean of Response  -88.8793 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 33 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 8 2132836.7 266605 1.3116 
Error 24 4878465.7 203269 Prob > F 
C. Total 32 7011302.3  0.2848 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 2132836.7 1.3116 0.2848  
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APPENDIX B.8. ANALYSIS OF MICROBIAL BIOMASS CARBON BY 
TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (DAY 21). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.487003 
RSquare Adj 0.322844 
Root Mean Square Error 549.9313 
Mean of Response 1066.513 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 34 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 8 7177502 897188 2.9667 
Error 25 7560610 302424 Prob > F 
C. Total 33 14738112  0.0177 
 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 7177501.7 2.9667 0.0177  
 
TRT ID 
 
Least Squares Means Table 
Level Least Sq 
Mean 
 Std Error Mean 
1 645.5040  274.96564 645.50 
2 1450.7678  274.96564 1450.77 
3 1017.5565  274.96564 1017.56 
4 1546.2770  317.50297 1546.28 
5 1338.9157  274.96564 1338.92 
6 41.6588  274.96564 41.66 
7 1270.3790  274.96564 1270.38 
8 1478.3005  317.50297 1478.30 
9 1032.1484  274.96564 1032.15 
 
LSMeans Differences Tukey HSD 
α= 0.050    Q= 3.38661 
Level       Least Sq 
Mean 
4 A      1546.2770 
8 A      1478.3005 
2 A      1450.7678 
5 A B     1338.9157 
7 A B     1270.3790 
9 A B     1032.1484 
3 A B     1017.5565 
1 A B     645.5040 
6  B     41.6588 
Levels not connected by same letter are significantly different. 
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APPENDIX B.9. ANALYSIS OF MICROBIAL BIOMASS CARBON BY 
TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (DAY 35). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.391124 
RSquare Adj 0.196284 
Root Mean Square Error 361.778 
Mean of Response 88.96806 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 34 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 8 2101890.7 262736 2.0074 
Error 25 3272083.8 130883 Prob > F 
C. Total 33 5373974.6  0.0875 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 2101890.7 2.0074 0.0875  
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APPENDIX B.10. ANALYSIS OF RCO2 BY TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY 
EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (ALL DAYS). 
 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.92261 
RSquare Adj 0.89515 
Root Mean Square Error 0.118201 
Mean of Response 1.786565 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 169 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 44 20.653823 0.469405 33.5974 
Error 124 1.732464 0.013971 Prob > F 
C. Total 168 22.386286  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of Squares F Ratio Prob > F  
DAY 4 4 14.806538 264.9422 <.0001  
TRT ID 8 8 5.072313 45.3810 <.0001  
TRT ID*DAY 32 32 0.792339 1.7722 0.0140  
Equation 
log(CO2 RATE) αβγ = 1.4279715 + Tα + Dβ + (D* T) αβ + Eαβγ   
 
Where “α” indexes treatment, “β” indexes day, “γ” indexes the specific observation within each treatment 
and day, and “E” 
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APPENDIX B.10. ANALYSIS OF RCO2 BY TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY 
EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (ALL DAYS). 
 
Parameter Estimates 
Term  Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 
Intercept  1.7894799 0.009193 194.65 <.0001* 
DAY[3]  0.3154451 0.018056 17.47 <.0001* 
DAY[7]  0.2839038 0.018527 15.32 <.0001* 
DAY[14]   -0.002323 0.018758  -0.12 0.9016 
DAY[21]   -0.095338 0.018293  -5.21 <.0001* 
TRT ID[1]   -0.115873 0.028442  -4.07 <.0001* 
TRT ID[2]  0.3094419 0.02577 12.01 <.0001* 
TRT ID[3]   -0.148433 0.025057  -5.92 <.0001* 
TRT ID[4]   -0.012864 0.02577  -0.50 0.6185 
TRT ID[5]  0.1124928 0.02577 4.37 <.0001* 
TRT ID[6]   -0.211735 0.025057  -8.45 <.0001* 
TRT ID[7]   -0.064597 0.025057  -2.58 0.0111* 
TRT ID[8]  0.2585768 0.027139 9.53 <.0001* 
TRT ID[1]*DAY[3]   -0.035478 0.056778  -0.62 0.5332 
TRT ID[1]*DAY[7]  0.0212011 0.05693 0.37 0.7102 
TRT ID[1]*DAY[14]   -0.028903 0.065851  -0.44 0.6615 
TRT ID[1]*DAY[21]  0.0129502 0.051856 0.25 0.8032 
TRT ID[2]*DAY[3]   -0.049432 0.050354  -0.98 0.3282 
TRT ID[2]*DAY[7]  0.0212869 0.055643 0.38 0.7027 
TRT ID[2]*DAY[14]  0.0012395 0.050611 0.02 0.9805 
TRT ID[2]*DAY[21]   -0.034258 0.05044  -0.68 0.4983 
TRT ID[3]*DAY[3]  0.0677183 0.049993 1.35 0.1780 
TRT ID[3]*DAY[7]  0.023125 0.050166 0.46 0.6456 
TRT ID[3]*DAY[14]   -0.042617 0.050252  -0.85 0.3980 
TRT ID[3]*DAY[21]   -0.055966 0.05008  -1.12 0.2659 
TRT ID[4]*DAY[3]  0.2523699 0.050354 5.01 <.0001* 
TRT ID[4]*DAY[7]   -0.068443 0.050525  -1.35 0.1780 
TRT ID[4]*DAY[14]   -0.086834 0.050611  -1.72 0.0887 
TRT ID[4]*DAY[21]   -0.05376 0.055565  -0.97 0.3352 
TRT ID[5]*DAY[3]  0.022464 0.050354 0.45 0.6563 
TRT ID[5]*DAY[7]  0.028738 0.050525 0.57 0.5705 
TRT ID[5]*DAY[14]  0.0436626 0.050611 0.86 0.3900 
TRT ID[5]*DAY[21]  0.0114083 0.05044 0.23 0.8214 
TRT ID[6]*DAY[3]   -0.185337 0.049993  -3.71 0.0003* 
TRT ID[6]*DAY[7]   -0.060385 0.050166  -1.20 0.2310 
TRT ID[6]*DAY[14]  0.059323 0.050252 1.18 0.2401 
TRT ID[6]*DAY[21]  0.066139 0.05008 1.32 0.1890 
TRT ID[7]*DAY[3]  0.0349876 0.049993 0.70 0.4853 
TRT ID[7]*DAY[7]  0.0227541 0.050166 0.45 0.6509 
TRT ID[7]*DAY[14]   -0.000807 0.050252  -0.02 0.9872 
TRT ID[7]*DAY[21]   -0.030301 0.05008  -0.61 0.5462 
TRT ID[8]*DAY[3]   -0.017668 0.051069  -0.35 0.7300 
TRT ID[8]*DAY[7]  0.0331394 0.05629 0.59 0.5571 
TRT ID[8]*DAY[14]  0.0317926 0.056367 0.56 0.5738 
TRT ID[8]*DAY[21]  0.0369646 0.056214 0.66 0.5120 
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APPENDIX B.11: ANALYSIS OF RCO2 BY TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY 
EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (DAY 3). 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.707198 
RSquare Adj 0.617105 
Root Mean Square Error 0.153624 
Mean of Response 2.072557 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 35 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 8 1.4820289 0.185254 7.8496 
Error 26 0.6136074 0.023600 Prob > F 
C. Total 34 2.0956363  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 1.4820289 7.8496 <.0001  
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APPENDIX B.12. ANALYSIS OF RCO2 BY TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY 
EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (DAY 7).  
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.847701 
RSquare Adj 0.796935 
Root Mean Square Error 0.093276 
Mean of Response 2.057391 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 33 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 8 1.1622444 0.145281 16.6981 
Error 24 0.2088101 0.008700 Prob > F 
C. Total 32 1.3710545  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 1.1622444 16.6981 <.0001  
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APPENDIX B.13. ANALYSIS OF RCO2 BY TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY 
EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (DAY 14).  
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.962502 
RSquare Adj 0.950003 
Root Mean Square Error 0.04259 
Mean of Response 1.787132 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 33 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 8 1.1174334 0.139679 77.0052 
Error 24 0.0435334 0.001814 Prob > F 
C. Total 32 1.1609668  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 1.1174334 77.0052 <.0001  
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APPENDIX B.14. ANALYSIS OF RCO2 BY TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY 
EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (DAY 21).  
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.945472 
RSquare Adj 0.928023 
Root Mean Square Error 0.047889 
Mean of Response 1.687409 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 34 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 8 0.9941432 0.124268 54.1852 
Error 25 0.0573348 0.002293 Prob > F 
C. Total 33 1.0514780  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 0.99414320 54.1852 <.0001  
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APPENDIX B.15. ANALYSIS OF RCO2 BY TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY 
EVALUATION OF THREE BACILLI (DAY 35).  
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.842668 
RSquare Adj 0.792322 
Root Mean Square Error 0.081113 
Mean of Response 1.290136 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 34 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 8 0.8809787 0.110122 16.7375 
Error 25 0.1644843 0.006579 Prob > F 
C. Total 33 1.0454630  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
TRT ID 8 8 0.88097871 16.7375 <.0001  
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APPENDIX B.16. ANALYSIS OF RCO2 AS AFFECTED BY MICROBIAL BIOMASS 
C AND TREATMENT DURING A 35-DAY EVALUATION OF MICROBIAL 
GROWTH EFFICIENCY IN THREE BACILLI (ALL DAYS). 
 
Source LogWorth  PValue 
DAY 51.594  0.00000 
TRT ID 26.307  0.00000 
DAY*TRT ID 1.717  0.01918 
BIOMASS 0.401  0.39743 
TRT ID*BIOMASS 0.005  0.98949 
 
Summary of Fit 
RSquare 0.924647 
RSquare Adj 0.889919 
Root Mean Square Error 0.121113 
Mean of Response 1.786565 
Observations (or Sum Wgts) 169 
 
Analysis of Variance 
Source DF Sum of 
Squares 
Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 53 20.699416 0.390555 26.6255 
Error 115 1.686871 0.014668 Prob > F 
C. Total 168 22.386286  <.0001 
 
Effect Tests 
Source Nparm DF Sum of 
Squares 
F Ratio Prob > F  
BIOMASS 1 1 0.010583 0.7214 0.3974  
TRT ID 8 8 4.012768 34.1956 <.0001  
TRT ID*BIOMASS 8 8 0.024062 0.2050 0.9895  
DAY 4 4 12.574723 214.3159 <.0001  
DAY*TRT ID 32 32 0.810220 1.7261 0.0192  
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APPENDIX B.17. GRAM STAIN OF BACILLUS PASTEURII AT 1000X 
MAGNIFICATION. 
 
 
